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PREFACE

The Mathematics-Methods Program (MMP) has been developed by the

Indiana University Mathematics Education DevelopMent Center (MEDC)

during the years 1971-75. The development of the MMP was funded by

the UPSTEP program of the National.Science Foundation, with the goal

of producing an innovative program for the mathematics training of

prospective elementary school teachers (PSTs).

The primary features of the MMP are:

It combines the mathematics training and the methods training of

PSTs.

It promotes a hands-on, laboratory approach to teaching in which

PSTs learn mathematics and methods.by doing rather than by lis-

tening, taking notes or memorizing.

It involves the PST in using techniques and materials that are

appropriate for use with children.

It focuses on the real-world mathematical concerns of children

and the real-world mathematical and pedagogical concerns-of

PSTs.

The MMP, as developed at the MEDC, involves a university class-

room component and a related public gchool teaching component. The

university classroom component combines the mathematics content

courses and methods courses normally taken by PSTs, while the public

school teaching component provides the PST with a chance to gain ex-

perience with children and insight intoAheir mathematical thinking.



A model has been developed for the implementation of the public

school teach4ng component of the MMP. Materials" have been developed

for the university classroom portion of the MMP. These include 12

instructional units with the following titles:

Numeration

Addition and Subtraction

Multiplication and Division

Rational Numbers with Integers and Reals

Awareness Geometry

Transformational Geometry

Analysis of Shapes

Measu'rement

Number Theory

Probabirity and Statistics

Graphs: the Picturing of information

Experiences in Problem Solving

These units are written in an activity format that-involves the PST

in doing mathematics with an eye towarkthe application of that math-

ematics in the elementary school. The units are almost entirely in-

dependent of one another, and any selection of them can be done, in

any order. It is worth noting that the first four units listed per-

tain to the basic number work in the elementary school; the second

four to the geometry of the elementary school; and the final four to

ma(hematical topics for the elementary teacher.

For purposes of formative evaluation and dissemination, the MMP

has been field-tested at over 40 colleges and universities. The

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

Ueb in mathematics department as the mathematics content pro-

gram, or as a portion of that program;

Use in the education sdool as the methods program, or as a por-

tion of that program,

Combined mathematics content and methods program taught in

vi



either the mathematics department, or the education school, or

jointly;

Any of the above, with or without the public school teaching ex-

perience.

Common to most of the field implementations was a small-group

format for,..the univeysity classroom experience and an emphasis on the

use of concrete materials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part of the MMP have made a number oT suggestions for change,

many of which are reflected in the final form of the program. It is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm -or, MMP from those who have been involved in

field-testing.

A list of the field-test centers of the MMP is as followS:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Alvin, Texas .

BLUE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Yendleton, Oregon

BOISE STATE UPIVER'SITY
° Boise, Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHICO

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLEGE
Dubuque,_ Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

Boulder, Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE

River Forest, Illinois

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY
Grambling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Normal, Illinois

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
EVANSVILLE

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Bloomington, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana

MACALESTER COLLEGE
St. Paul, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
GORHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
Cedar. Frs, Iowa

NORTHEr MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Marque te, Michigan

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY

Maryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston, Illinois

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE
Oakland City, Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providence, Rhode Island

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Diego, California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Francisco, California

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracuse, New York

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Morristown, Tennessee

WARTBURG COLLEGE
Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER COLLEGE
Whittier, California.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN--RIVER
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION UNIT

4

This unit focuses on developing techniques for teaching multiplica-'

tion and division of whole numbers. Just as subtraction presents
, ..._

'isr ,

more difficulty for children than addition, you will find that divi-

sion usually presents more difficulty than mu4iplication.

Ili

\
.

Multiplication and division arise.quite naturally from the
4

.

child's reoloNorld, For this reason the unit begins by developing an

understanding of the,models that can be used to interpret multiplica-

tion and division situations in the real worlkl. SectiOn I focuses on

introducing the concepts of multiplication and division, Section II

,develops techniques for helping children learn basic multiplication
.., .-

.

-----. and division facts, and Section III develops the computational algo-

... ..-
rithms for multiplication and division.

There is a great stress in this unit on developiug the real-

world problem ..model---otsymbol instructional strategy. This pro-

gressio501from a problem to symbols is an-important part of a pOint of

View toWard planning the mathematicA instructiOn ofchildren. An-

other:emphasis in this unit-i's the importance of helping ch4ldren

develop thinking patterns and strat gies, These thinking patterns

are important from the'immediate,,pra oint of view of helping

children learn the basic facts;,and they;are a1sb important from the

long-range point of view of learning mathematics in'gerieral, since

they can help develop children's confidence in their ovn, ability to

think and reason numeriCally/ Finally,)mportant maihemai)Ca:Itand
t *,111/0

1 12
f.



pedagogical aspects of the basic number properties are developed in

11111
this unit. Throughout the unit the prospective teacher is challenged

with4varied puzzles and problems.

There are times when a teacher needs to call upon his or her re-

sources to motivate, reinforce, or provide enrichment opporturities

for children. Games, wisely selected and used, can be quite useful
..

for these purposes. You are encouraged to keep a game file and to

add to it from your unit experiences and personal study.

9e

13
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Section I
THE CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION FACTS

This section is concerned with issues and considerations related to

introducing the operations of multiplication and division to young
,

children. One area of emphasis in this section, as in the entire

unit, is the problem----wmodel---4.symbo1 instructional sequence.

This sequence is described in the Overview, which is part of Activity

1111

I, and in Activity 2. Activity 1 also identifies three stages in the

child's learning of multiplication and division: the conceptual de-

velopment of multiplication and division; the learning of basic

facts; and the learning of the algorithms for multiplication and di-

vision. The remaining activities of Section I focus on the concep-

tual development of multiplication and division. These activities

provide-an opportunity to study a sequence of introductory topics

(Activity 3), to discuss children's thinking related to solving mul-

tiplication and division examples (Activity 4), and to examine spe-

cial problems related to division with remainders (Activity 5).

This section provides numerous opportunities for you to consider

examples of techniques which are appropriate for teaching young chil-

dren. The practice provided should develop your confidence in your

own ability to teach multiplication and division concepts to young

children. As you work through the activities be sure to record

questions and concerns so that you can bring them to your instruc-

tor's attention in the seminar which concludes this section.

3
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MAJOR QUESTIONS

1110
1. Describe how you would develop the concept of multiplication (or

division) using a real-world problem 0-model o-symbol strat-

egy. Use an example as you describe your strategy.

"Mr. Jones has 32 desks to arrange in the Classroom. rf he

wants six rows, how many desks should be in each row'?" Discuss

why this problem,might present special difficulties for young

children. What considerations would you keep in mind when

teaching the class of problems to which this,belongs?

15
4
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ACTIVITY 1

11111

AN OVERVIEW OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

FOCUS:

This activity will present a general overview of the scope and se-

quence of multiplication and division in the elementary school.

Three stages of development are identified and an instructional point

of view is described.

MATERIALS:

Some elemeAtary mathematics.textbooks (grade5 2, 3, and 4); the Math-

ematics Methods Program slide-tape presentation, "Multiplication and

Division in the Elementary School" (optional).

DIRECTIONS:

I. Read and discuss the essay "An Overview of Multiplication and

Division in the Elementary School" (or view and discuss the

slide-tape presentation).

2. Using a textbook choose any two examples (one multiplication ex-

ample and one division) and illustrate a model for each example.

3. Use the textbooks to help you fill in an appropriate sequence of

multiplication and division examples, ranging from easy to hard.

Multiplication

Division

Easy

24

x 8

Easy

6-r17

5

16

to Hard

5784

x 437

Hard

428D-6843



-

4. Which do you feel is more diffitult for children, multiplica-

tion or division? Why? Is there any analogy to addition and

subtraction?

17
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AN OVERVIEW OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Throughout the history of teaching mathematics, there haS been a con,

sistent belief that children should be introduced to mathematical

concepts through real-world examples. In the early grades, addition

and subtraction are introduced using the joining and separating of

concrete and pictured objects. This is done as part of a sequence

which begins by posing some problem, then selecting a concreté'or

pictorial model to represent the problem, and finally, representing

the problem with mathematical symbols. This problem-to-symbol pro-

gression provides a sound basis for all mathematics insiruction for

children.

11)
PROBLEM

John has 5 marbles.
He wins 3 more.
How many does he
now have?

CONCRETE
MODEL<

PICTORIAL
SYMBOLS

5+3=

So in working with multiplication and division, whether develop-

ing concepts, basic facts, or algorithms, the teacher should start

with real-world problems, work with concrete or pictorial models of

problems, and only then introduce mathematical symbolism.

This overview will emphasize the application of the problem-to-
'

symbol progression to the stages in learning about multiplicatton and

division. Before reading on you should be aware of two other consid-

erations. One is that it is often important to deal with the pro-

gression in reverse order, i.e., to give children experience creating

real-yorld problems to fit a particular model. The other considera-

IIItion is that at each stage of the learning of multiplication and di-

7
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vision a different part of the progression is emphasized; e.g., when

teaching basic facts one emphasizes the model-4---0-symbol part.

The following diagrams represent the two major ideas discussed

in the overview and the interaction between these ideas.

INSTRUCTIONAL POINT OF VIEW

STAGES IN LEARNING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

Conceptual Development

of Multiplication and

Division

Emphasis on:

Real-world
Problem

Model

(=> Basic Facts

Emphasision:

Model

Symbols

cz> Algorithms

Emphasis on:

Real-world
Problem

Symbols

The order in which children usually learn about multiplication

and division is essentially parallel to their learning of addition

and subtraction--except that it occurs about two to three years later

in their school experience. The order generally' prOceeds as follows:

I. The concept of multiplication is developed, followed by a de-

velopment of division.

II. The basic number facts for multiplication and division are in-

troduced and memorized.

III. The algorithms for multiplication and division are developed in

an easy-to-hard sequence.

8
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Each of these three developMental stages is described in more

11111

'detail below. The references to grade levels are approximate and are

provided in an attempt to give you some insight into the age of the

children concerned at each stage.

STAGE I: CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

The conceptual development of multiplication usually begins at the

end of grade 2. This development is often introduced through stories

such as,

"Mike has four pairs of shoes (or four nickels, etc.).

How many shoes (cents) does he have in all?"

Pictures or concrete materials are used to represent the story

and, finally, symbolism is introduced.

MODEL

E>

SYMBOLS

4x 2 =E:1

Children at this level often find the answer by repeated addition,

(2 + 2 + 2 + 2) or by skip-counting by 2's. There is no attempt at

this stage of the development to formalize the manipulation of sym-

bols or to memorize basic number facts.

Like multiplication, division is introduced at the end of grade

2, through stories such as:

"There are 10 cookies to be shared among five children.

How many cookies should each child get?"

9
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Such a story ig often acted out in the classroom with five chil-

dren standing while a plate'of 10 cookies is distributed.

MODEL

E >

SYMBOLS

10 5 =E3

Symbols are eventually used to represent this situation. As

with multiplication, children are not pressed to formalize their

processing of the numbers. In fact, they should be encouraged to de-

velop their .own strategies for finding the answer. Some children

will think, "One for you, one for you, one for you, etc.," going up

and down the line until all the cookies are gone, and then look back

to see how many each child has. Another child might hand out three

to each child and 6iscover that there are not enough. Similarly a

child might pass out two cookies each and find that the cookies had

been shared evenly!

The emphasis in the,conceptual development-Ihould be on relating

the real world and the model for multiplication and division.

. ,
. .

REAL-WORLD
PROBLEM

CONCRETE
MODEL<

PICTORIAL

'..

\SYMBOLS
,,'

'It is important that children learn which problems should be

solved by multiplication and division. The use of concrete or pic-

torial aids t6 represent the real-world situatiom is essential for

10



the ::onceptual development, The interpretation of a problem using a

111/1

model represents a semi-abstraction of the problem'situation and

helps the child bridge the gap between the problem and the mathemati-

cal symbols used to represent that problem.

STAGE II: THE BASIC FACTS

.
After a careful introduction to and development of the concepts of

multiplication and division, the children are encouraged to learn the

basic number facts. The basic facts refer to combinations in which

the factors are less than 10. Thus, 6 x 8 is a basic fact, while

22 x 8 is not. Division basic facts are those combinations related

to the multiplication basic facts. Thus, 63 7 is a basic fact,

while 132 6 is-not. At.this stage, the emphasis is on the

model.4 ---1.symbols stage in the instructional sequence.

REAL-WORLD
PROBLEM

CONCRETE
MODEL<

PICTORIAL

SYMBOLS

Children are asked to represent a concrete or pictorial model with

symbols, and they are given a symbolic expression and asked to repre-

sent it with a drawing or a concrete model..

MODEL

11

SYMBOLS

6 x 4 .0.



SYMBOLS

18 3 =

MODEL

Teachers vary the activities, using games, pattern identification,

drills, etc., to encourage children to learn and memorize the basic

multiplication and division facts. Of course, the conceptual develop-

ment of multiplication and division should continue throughout
/
the

second stage and into the third stage, whicR is algorithm development.

STAGE III: THE ALGORITHMS

The development of the algorithms for multiplication and division

begins during grade 3 but receives most of its emphasis in grades 4

and 5. In this stage the real-world problemili---4-symbols instructional

point of view is emphasized.

REAL-WORLD
PROBLEM

SYMBOLS

PICTORIAL

The reason for the progression directly from the problem to the

symbols is that it is often difficult to model the situation presented

in the problem. For example, a third- or fourth-g.rade child might be

given a problem such as

Eight cases of coke were delivered to the school.

Each case contains 24 bottles.

How many bottles were delivered?

12



The numbers involved in this example are too large to be modeled with

a symbol for each bottle. The model in this case, shXing 24 x 8

hnttlps (and in other situations where the numbers are even larger),

might at-nal-Tybe d iacting OWtheOth hanwmoreahstIdL

model using some symbols can-be very helpful. The nature of the

models change as the numbers become larger.

PROBLEM

8 cases

24 in each case

many?

MODEL

24

24

24

24

24

24 24

,SYMBOLS

8 x 24 -1:1

This model relies less on objects al;d discrete drawings and more on

symbolic drawings. Thus, in the grade-5.or -6 problem which fOlows,

only a very general sketch is helpful.

There are 5280 feet in a mile.

How many miles are there in 242,580 feet?

PROBLEM

242,580 feet

5280 feet/mile

How many miles?

MODEL

5280 5280 5280 5280

1 mi. 1 mi.-1 mi. 1 mi.

242,580

SYMBOLS

Notice that the model in this example is very sketchy and the empha-

sis remains on the translation from the problem to the symbols.

The development of the algorithms proceeds as one might expect--

easiest to hardest. The easiest algorithms involve examples with few

digits (24 x 8 or 125 5), while the harder examples have many

digits (,435 x 628 or 14253 684).

13
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It is importalit to'conclude with a review of two.major ideas.

The first is that in teaching and learning mathematics it is best to

proceed from a real-world problem to a model to the symbols. The

_..s,pcoad_is_that there are three stages in the development of multipli-'

cation-and theicoirceptual_sfathe learning of basic
_

facts, and the learning of algorithms. Each of the-tWee-stages_

starts ata different grade level but all three continue through the'.

elementary' schogT years.

Development of Multiplication and Division

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade(t') Grade 6

Conceptual
r

Basic Facts

Algorithms

(new ones at
different
levels)

14



ACTIVITY 2

11111

INTRODUCI MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION:
USING PR BLEMS---4-MODELS---4SYMBOLS

FOCUS:-

This activity will present several examples which can serve-to- iri-

troduce multiplication and division to children. The examples are

' presented using the real-world problem---4.model----0-symbol strategy.

DISCUSSION:

Throughout the Mathematics-Methodi Program the relationship between.

the real world and mathematics isconstantly emphasized. Specifical-

ly, in developing additipn of whole numbers With children, this rela-
.

tionship can be illustrated as follows:

The statement of the

aprobjem.

'The construction of a

Model, whicli may use

either concrete mate.-

rials or a picture.

The translation of the

problem into mathema-

tical symbols.

MATNEMATICAL4

SYMBOLS

5

A club has 8 members. 6

new members join the club.

How many are now in the .1

club?

8+6=0

.........
.

....

This diagram illustrates the relationship that is built between the

real-world situation and the mathematical symbols. The arrows tn

11110

this example show the flow from the real-world situation to the

15
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mathernatics and,in the'otheOirection as we.O. That is, if a child

is given a mathemotical ser(tefice 3 x 4 =1:1 for example, he or she

shoyild be able to,construct a model and make up a problem for

There are four different models used:in the development of mul-

yplicati6 n. and division. They are arrays,Isets, measure (number'

'line), and cross products. The first two are closely related, their

differende being more in the physiCal arrangement than in.the

concept.' Eacfi ispriefly illustrated:telow.

a) Array 4

b Sets

3 rows of chairs

4 in each row

5 bags of marbles

3 in each bag

c) Measure 2 feet to a stride

(number li6e) 4 strides

d) Cross 1
ProdUct

4 ice creams (chocolate, vanilla, strawberry,

reppermint)

3 toppings (fudge, butterscotch, marshmallow)

How many sundaes with one tee cream and one topping?

TOPPINGS

F' B M

C C/F C/B C/M

cc

oc V V/F V/B V/M

ijj 5 S/F S/B S/M .

P P/F P/B P/M

e

1.

gs



DIRECTIONS:,

1. Ten examples follow: examples 1 - 4 suggest multiplication; ex-

amples 5 - 7 suggest división; and examples 8 - 10 suggest mul-

tiplication or division or both. Each example contains either a

problem or a model or a mathematical sentence. You should sup-

ply the missing parts. Complete the examples on your owm.

2. Compare and discuss your work with other members of your group.

a) For each example characterize the model used as set, array,

measure, or cross product.

b) Which models seem to be more helpful?

c) Could multiplication (or division) sentences be written in

place of the diVision (multiplication) sentences you wrote?

What imPlications might this have for you as you are teach-

ing children?

17
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There are three rows of mailboxes for an

apartment house. Each row contains five

mailboxes. How many mailboxes for the

apartments?

29
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Example 3:

PROBLEM

An ice cream shop has six flavors and two
kinds of topping. How many different com-
binatfons for a sundae are available?

KMATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

N,

Example 4:

3 x 4 =

19

3



Example 5:

Eighteen people in a class are formed into
teams of six people each. How many teams

are there?

Example 6:

One for Jim,
One for Mary,

One for Jim,
One for Mary,

One for Jim...

31
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Example 7:

PROBLEM

(MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

2 x D = 14

EXample 8:

Mr. Brown has a log that is 18 feet long.
How many three-foot pieces of wood can he
obtain from this log?

21
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Example 9:

MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

PROBLEM

MODEL

(MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

0 1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9

SHIRTS

&
W.--
Si;

30
W
,-

W
+.)

.0

Black B/R B/B1 B/Y B/W

Brown Br/R Br/B1 Br/Y Br/W

Gray G/R G/B1 G/Y G/W

3 3

22



ACTIVITY 3.

IIII1SEQUENCING INITIAL CONCEPTUAL WORK IN MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

FOCUS:

The previous activity focused on some examples of initial introduc-

tory work in multiplication and division for young children. In this

activity you will be asked to sequence a broader set of experiences

in the conceptual development of multiplication and division for

children.

MATERIALS:

Elementary school mathematics textbooks, grades 3 and 4 (one set per

group).

DISCUSSION:

The instructional point of view displayed below is one that should be

IIITaintained throughout all three stages of the development of multi-

plication and diwision, i.e., introduction, basic facts, and algo-

rithms. As you proceed through this activity keep this point of view

in mind and look for ways in which each exercise might be introduced

.
using this point of view.

REAL-WORLD
PROBLEM

,CONCRETE
MODEL<,

PICTC1RIAL

SYMBOLS

DIRECTIONS:

1. Remove the card set from the unit and separate the cards.

Eleven illustrations of exercises related to the introduction of

multiplication and division are depicted on the cards. Without

using the textbooks, number these exercises according to the

order in which you think they ought to be presented to children.

23



a) First do it individually.

b) Then discusS your sequence with a partner or in a small

group. Record the sequence you agree on.

c) Study the grade 3 and 4 textbooks provided. Record the

textbook sequence. Compare it with the sequence your group

thought appropriate. In the seminar (Activity 6) you wilf

have a chance to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of

kith orderings.

Your
Sequence

Group
Sequence

Textbook
Sequence

'

2. Identify (if possible) introductory experiences that you feel

are important (or that you observed in the textbook) and which

.are not included in the card set. Record these experiences for

-- a future class discussion.

35
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ACTIVITY 4

11111 THINKING ABOUT MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to consider ways in

which children might think about solving multlplication and division

examples. This activity also contains a disCussion, af two division

situations, partitive and quotative.

DISCUSSION:

Once multiplication and division have been introduced through real- .

world examples, one has to proceed in the direction of formalization.

At the same time, too early a formalization with meaningless symbols

is unsound. How then should one help children solve examples such

as 3 x 4 = 0 and 15 + 3 = 0? The processing of these number

111/1

sentences should proceed directly from the problems and the models

used to introduce the operation. This 4tivity gives a series of

illustrations of children solving some multiplication and division

examples.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Many different strategies are used by children to solve multi-

plication and division examples when they have no formal proce-

dures for solving them. They use whatever technique they have

at hand. Some of these techniques are:'

repeated addition,

skip counting

counting

repeated subtraction

counting backwards

multiplication (for division)

25
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Study each of the illustrations below and identify which strate-

gy the child might be using in solving the example.

a) John: 4 x 3 r--1*ET'5 5E6, 11-IAT MEANS 4
O.K.

ovJ5
oF 3 Ekci-k. .K.

b) Susan: 4 x 3 =

S'n

Phil: 15 3

CA-k, 1 KNON.N. MAWS
3 AND 3 IS to AND (1)
IS 12. 12. 1,-Ei-IE.
ANSWER.)

WELL., I TFIINIK IF I TAKE
3 AND 3 AN T.D.3, HAVE (9 LEFT.
THEN 3 ANI2 3 IS (0 )

So Z &E.T
_.,

37
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d) Lisa: 3 x 4

I

e) Mark: 15 3 =0

I. -MINK IF L Toov-
4- AM, 4 AN D I
Vvoui-0 GET 12.

`Ou MEAN 1.koNiV MANI 114ReES
tC? \NELL, THAT'S EASY.

FIVE. TAMES ARE 15, $0

f) Jimmy: 15 .:- 3

1
LET'S SEE. 121°9,40, 3.
-ThERE ARE 4, No, 6-
THREES 1,1:2_512

g) Phyllis: 15 4- 3 =

27

38



2. Why is it important to encourage children to solve early multi-

plication and division examples using their own strategies? How

might you encourage such thinking?

3.. How might you solve such examples if you had no training other

. than that of a second-grade child?. Make a liSt of all the

strategies you and your classmates can think of.

DISCUSSION:

There are two situations which a division sentence might represent.

We can see'the difference between these .t.40 situations by looking at

two ramplgs.for thAivision sentence 12 4. 4 = 3. In the quotative

situation we know the number of elements in each set'and we ask how

olany sets there are. Tor example:

John has 12 pieces of candy.
,

He dec'des he will give three pieces to each of his friends.

To how,many friends does he give his.candy?

28
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In the partitive situation we know the number of sets and we ask how

1111/

many elements there are in each set. For example:

John has 12 pieces of candy.

He decides he will give it to three friends.

How many pieces does each friend get?

Although it is not useful to use the terms Hquotative" and !'parti-

tive" with children, they do need to learn that both kigds of situa-
.

tions are represented by division sentences. As a teacher you need

to understand the difference between the two situations so that you

can Analyze children's work to be sure that they develop the ability

to apply division sentences to both situations.

DIRECTIONS:

4. Tall which of the following examples represent partitive situa-

dons and which represent quotative situations(

a) Phil has 18 Coke bottles. How many carriers of six bottles

can he fill with these bottles?

6) Phyllis sold 45 boxes of cookies:4' She sold the same number

on each of-five days. How many boxes did stie sell each day?

29
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c) Pete collects stawps. He has 24 to display on one page.

If he puts four in each row, how many rows will he have on

the page?

d) Phoebe wants to buy 30 candies for her classmates. Candies

are sold six in a package. How many packages must she buy?

41
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ACTIVITY 5

11111

DEVELOPING DIVISION WITH REMAINDERS

FOCUS:

While the early development of all topics in multiplication and divi-

Sion should proceed carefully, division with remainders presents

special problems.

DISCUSSION:
A.

The child first learns about division by thinking of the Missing fac-1

tor in multiplication. For example, suppose the cliild wants to solve

,the problem, "Each car holds 4 scouts. We_need to take 12 scouts.

How many cars are needed?" He can think of 12 + 4 =0 as

E]x 4 = 12. The problem can be conveniently written as either a

multiplication or division sentence.

",
,

Many division situations, however, do not "come out even." Con-

sider the problem "Each car holds 4 scouts. , We need to take 22

scouts. How many cars are needed?"

Division using.whole numbers presents another special problem

since the answer may not be a whole number. For example, an older
2

child will give the answer to 27 4. 5 as 5.4 or 55, or some other

equivalent form. For young children, however, such answers are,mean-

ingless since they have not studied fractions or decimals. To avoid

this problem an example for young children should always be cast in

some real-world situation in which an answer does have a meaning.

Thus, 27 cents changed into nickels gives us 5 nickels and 2 cents

remaining. Or 27 books And 5 boxes results ih 5 books per box with

2 books left over.

Since children have not studied fractions the question arises,

"Why introduce division with remainders?" Two. considerations which

might help to answer this question follow.

1) Long before rational numbers are taught, real-world situations

arise for children which demand division with remainders.

31



2) Some real-world situations arise in whith a fractional answer

doesn't make sense. An example of this is the 27 books and 5

boxes. It would noit make sense to place 4 books in eath box!

An instructional issue also arises in that without fractions one

cannot reasonably write 2a division sentence for 27 -4, 5. Rather orie

writes 27 = 5 x + .Fortunately, this number sentence coin'-

cides with the thinking of-young children.- For example,-in 32 4 6

one thinks, "How many sixes are in 32 and hOw many are left over?"

32 = 6 xo+A.
DIRECTIONS:

I. After studying the example and

symbols at,the right, complete

the problems below whjch ex-

plore the equation'

p qd + r

42 8

42 5 x 8 +

1

dividend divisor

(P) (d).

quotient remainder
(r)

Find all values for q and r which make the sentence true. Use

only whole numbers.

a) 20 = (q x 6) + r

b) 37 = (q x 5) + r

c 27 = (q x 9) + r

ql° JJ LH I

1 1 1 I

4 3

32 ,



2. Which of the many possible pairs of r's and q's would you choose

for the solution of the division problem related to the equa-

tions? What is the relationship between r and d in the

pairs that you choose?

3. In (1) above, you notice that, in general, several values are

possible for q and r. There needs to be a rule which deter-

mines which of the pairs represents the solution of the problem

p d. This rule is summarized as follows.

If p and d are whole numbers with d 0, then there

exist unique whole numbers q and r such that

p = (q x d) + r where 0 < r < d. The unique q and r

are called the quotient and remainder for the division

problem p + d.

Complete each of these number sentences, so that r satisfies

the above condition, and indicate the division problem repre-

sented by the number sentence.

20 = (q x 6)'+ r q= r.=

37 = (q x 3) + r q r =

27 = (q x 9) + r ci = r =

4. In subtraction the set of whole numbers is not closed since, for

some a and b; a b is not a whole number. For example, \
3 - 7 is.not a whole number. Are the whole numbers closed under

divlsion? Give examples.

5. Discuss why the point of view of proceeding from real-world

problems to a model to synitols is particularly important for

division with remainders. Summarize your discussion in a few

sentences.

6. Complete the missing portions of the examples on pages 35 36.

33
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THE 17 CHIP GAME

(A Game with Remainders)

Hei'e is a game. The winning strategy is given at the 'end of

this activity but don't look yet! Play the game with a part-

ner. See if you can discover a winning strategy. If not, one

of you can read the winning strategy and see if you can help

your oppgerrt discover the strategy.

Rules:

1. Spread out 17 chips (pennies; etc.)

2. Take turns in picking up chips. Each time you may pick

up one, two, or three chips.

3. The person who picks up the last chip loses. (Remember

you must pick up at least one and no more than three

chips each time.)

34



PROBLEM

MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

11111 Example 2:

PROBLEM

MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS

Mrs. Brown has baked 16 cookies. She

Wishes to divide them equally among Bill,
Jane and Mary. How many will each child

receive?

35
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Example a:

PROBLEM

12 = El x 5 + or

12 5 = 2 remainder 2

4 7
36



WINNING STRATEGY FOR THE 17 CHIP GAME

To Win: Let Your Partner Go First

If your partner picks up 1 you pick up 3.

If your partner picks up 2 you pick up 2.

If your partner picks up 3 you pick up 1.

Apply the above rules each time your partner picks up. Notice

that the number picked up by your partner + the number picked

up by you = 4 for each pair of turns.

Why Does It Work?

Consider the division of 17 by 4.

17 = (4.4) + 1

The game is arranged so that each time a pair of drawings has

been made 4 chips have been removed from the pile. Since you

pick up after your partner you are assured that:

4.1 = 4 have been removed after the first pair of drawings.

4.2 = 8 have been removed after the second pair of drawings.

4.3 = 12 have been removed after the third pair of drawings.

4.4 = 16 have been removed after the fourth pair of drawings.

This means that in your partner's next draw the final chip must

be picked up.
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ACTIVITY 6

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

The purpose of the seminar is to clarify, synthesize, and summErize

the material in Section I concerning the introduction of multiplica-

tion and division concepts to children.

DIRECTIONS:

The concpptual development of multiplication and division is basic to

the future learnings of basic facts and algorithMs (discussed in Sec-

tions 11 and 111). qhe purpose of this seminar is to focus on issues

and problems related to this conceptual introduction. Some questions ,

follow which may help to start dfscussion,

'' 1. What is meant by the "real-world problem.--4.model---4.symbol"

point of view? Give several examples.

2. Give several examples of instances with which children might be

familiar in their lives which reflect multiplication and divi-

sion.

3: Experience and research* suggest Uiat the use of the word

"share" helps young children develop the concept of division.'

Why would you suspect that this might be true? Can you suggest

other words that might have a similar (if not such a strong)

association with the division situation?

*Calvin J. Irons, "An Investigaeion into Second Grade Children's

Ability to Solve Six Types of Division Problems Involving Sharing,

Sharing-implied, and Non-sharing Situations" (Ph.D. dissertation,

Indiana University, 1975).

49
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4. Research* also indicates that children seem to be able to solve

11111

problems that involve action more readily than problems which do
;

not imply action.

EXAMPLE OF "ACTION" ADDITION

Action: John has 4 pencils. He received 3 more for his birthday.

How many does he now have?

Non-Action: John. has 4 yellow and 3 green pencils. How many pencils

- does he have in all?

What implication (if any) does this have for multiplication and

division?

*John F. LeBlanc, "The Performances of First Grade Children in Four
Levels of Conservation of Numerousness and Three I.Q. Groups when
Solving Arithmetic Subtragtion Problems" (Ph.D. dissertation,

1110

University of Wisconsin, 1968).

39



Section II

DEVELOPING THE BASIC
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION FACTS

Section I focused on developing the concepts of multiplicatiOn and

ivision, with emphasis on the relationship between the real world

an mathematics. After being introduced to these operations, children

are xpected to learn certain skills related to these operations.

, Knowl ge of basic number facts is one of the main goals. While mem-

orizati of these facts is desirable, teachers must take care that

this is d e only after appropriate experiences designed to make mem-

orization m aningful.' Further, as children begin to memorize these

number facts,\teachers should help them develop processes of mathe-

matical thinking, by having them use thinking strategies that rely on

certain number properties and relationships among the facts. There

is little question that experiences with thinking strategies such as

pattern finding and ;-easoning with number properties are as important

as the memorization oethe facts themselves.

The diagram on the following page shows the thinking pattern

development that a teacher should use to bridge the gap between the

introduction of basic numberfacts and the memorization of those

facts.
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Conceptual
Development ----.'

Getting Ready
....g.

to Memorize
Mcwrization

.

.

:

.

The real-world
problem ,

Using concrete
or pictorial
models

Writing mathe-
matical sen-
tences

Solving the
mathematical
sentences
using the
appropriate
model

1.

2.

3.

Using thinking
strategies

Looking for
and using num-
ber patterns

Using number
properties and
relationships

1.

2.

Drill activi-
ties

Games

This section focusps mainly on the "getting ready to memorize"

1111,
step in bridging the qap between the conceptual development and mem

orization. Activities 7 ancf9 focus directly on thinking strategies

children use in organizing their memorization of asic facts. Ac-

tivity 8 reviews the'.number properties and the relationship between

multiplication and'division from the perspective of their implica-

tions for helping children memorize the facts. Activities 10 and 11

focus on techniques and games appropriate for drill to help children

memorize the facts.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the role of using thinking patterns in helping children

learn basic number facts. Cite two or three ways that you would

encourage this in your classroom.

2. State four or five mathematical number properties that relate to

the learning of the basic facts and give an example showing the

utility of each.

42
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ACTIVITY 7

11111

GETTING READY TO-MEMORIZE BASIC FACTS

FOCUS:

In this activity some children's patterns of thinking related to

basic number facts will be studied.

DiSCUSSION:

A
The introduction to this section discussed the important step between

the introductory concept'S' of multiplication and division and the mem-

orization of the basic facts. This step may be called "getting ready

to memorize" the basic facts. There are 100 basic facts for each of

multiplication and division. Clearly, it is a burden for children to

memorize these facts if they'ilre viewed as independent facts', unre-

lated to one another. Some system, some organization has tb be,

effected to.help children memorize these facts. 'More important than

the immediate goal of memorizing these facts, however, is the value

of having children learn to think about number relationships and gain

confidence in looking for number patterns.

The.teacher plays a major role in this stage of the child's de-

velopment through encouraging children to think about and reason out

number combinations before memorization. At the same time, children,

seem to learn a great deal from other children as they hear them

verbalize their thinking strategies.

DIRECTIONS:

1. If possible interview three or four children (ages 7 8), -ask-

ing them some basic facts such as 4 x 3 or 7 x 6 Or 56 : 8. As

they respond, 'Ask them how they got the answer or, if they don't

know, how they might get the answer. Record the strategies used

by 'he children.
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2. In a small group study each of the child responses given below

and discuss the comments and questions with your classmates.,

a) Teacher: How much is 3 x 4?

Mark: 12 (automatically)

. Teacher: How much is 12 4?

Mark: (Pause) Let's see...

(using fingers) 8,

4, oh yes, 2?

No', I mean 3.

Teacher-; Are you sure?

Markl -thesitatingly) I

think so.

COMMENT

It seems that Mark does not have the rFilationship between multipfica-

tion and division well established in his mind. The inverse rela-

tionship is not only conceptually important but in this case quite

useful. ,

QUESTION

How might you develop this inverse relationship for children like

Mark?

, 1

b) Teacher: Bonnie, hcw muCh

is 3 x 5?

Bonnie: 15

Teacher: How much is 7 x 5?

Bonnie: Let's see. (pause)

35?

Teacher: That's right. How

.

much is 5 x 7?

Bonnie: Let's see. (pause)

42?

Teacher How much is 7 x 5

again? =

Bonnie: 35'

44
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Teacher: How much is 5 x 7?

Bonnie: (squirming)...

COMMENT

Bonnie does not know the commutative_property of multiplicati n

(axb=bxa) operationally. Bonnie probably knows her "5' " be-

cause children often learn to count.by 5's (nickels". etc.).

QUESTION

How might you use an array card like the one shown here to help chil-

'dren like Bonnie gain an operational understanding of-the commutative

property?

c) Teacher: Betty, how mu&I is

2 x 6?

Betty: 12.

Teacher: How much is 4 x 6?

Betty: Hmmm...double

2 x 6, ...24.

Teacher: That's right. How

about 8 x 6?

Betty,: '(confidently) 48!

COMMENT

oe's

V

.Betty doesn't know it perhaps but she iS using the'associative prop-

erty of multiplication (a x b) x c = a x (b x c). That is, she is

thinking 4 x 6 = (2 x 2) x 6 = 2 x (2 x 6).

45
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, QUESTION

How might you help another child see what Betty' intuitiVely knows,

'at least for the "doubles'? Do you think Betty, knowjng 2 x 6, might

think of 6 x 6 as 3 x (2 x.6)? How might you help Betty uRderstand

that she can use "triples" as well as "doubles"?

d) Teacher: Kent, how much'is,

x 4?

.

Kent: 1 2ct.

Teacher: O.K. How much is

4 x 4?

Kent: 16

TeaCher: Right. How much is

7 x 4?

Kent: Let's see. (mumbl-,

ing) 12 and 16. Oh

yes; 28.

COMMENT

Kent is intutv-e jsing-.the distributive! property of multiplication

over addition: (a + b) x c = (a x c) + (b x c). In th,i5 example he

reasons that 7 = 3 + 4 so Tx 4 = (3 + 4) x 4

= 3 x 4 + 4 x 4

= 28.

pUESTION

How can this strategy be useful to children who know some simpler

,facts but do not know the greater number facts such as 7 x 8?

e) Teacher: David, how mchis

3 x 6?

David: 18.

Teacher: Okay! How muci is

4 x 5?

David: 20.

Teacher: Good. Now how 1

much is 5 x 8?



David: (silence )... I don't remember that one. Is it 13?

COMMENT

David is typical of many students who have simply tried to memorize'

every fact. His answer for 5 x 8 shows no insight or knowledge of

the number facts. Fq is in obvious need of help to develop some

thinking strategies.11 As a starting point, he does not even seem to

have any concep't of o'i'der, since he answers 20 for 4 x 5 and 13 for

8 x 5.

QUESTION

What questions might you ask David which would help him both to de-

velop thinking strategies and to get the answer to 5 x 8? What might

happen to David in his mathematical development if an emphasis on

thinking strategies is not fostered?

N
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ACTIVITY 8

PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS IN MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

FOCUS:

In.this activity you will have a chance to review some properties and

terms related to multiplication and division.

MATERIALS:

Elementaty school mathematics textbooks.

DISCUSSION:

In Activity 7 you read and discussed anecdotes in which knowledge of

certain mathematical relationships and properties was usefuj in

hinking about basic number facts. This activity is diOded into two

parts: Part 1 provides an opportunity to review some basic number

properties and relationships; and Part 2 provides an opportunity for

you to identify some practical applications of these properties and ,

relationships to classroom learning, specifically to the learning of

basic number facts.

DIRECTIONS:

PART 1

dr
1 For each term write a statement or a definition and provide an

example. You might find the statement or defirfition in a high

school or college mathematics fextbook, but you should use an

elementary textbook for the example.
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Zero Property
of

, Multiplication

Example

3 x 0 = 0

Statement

The product of zero and any whole
number is zero. That is, a x 0 = 0

where a is a whole number.

Factor

Example

'

Definition

Commutative Property
of

Multiplication

Example

Statement
.

,

Closure Property
of

Multiplication

Example

Statement

,

Multiple

Example

Definition

49,



Distributive Property

Example

of
Multiplication over

,Addition
Statement

Multiplicative.
Identity

Example

Statement

Product

Example

.

Definition

Associative Property
of

Multiplication

Example

Statement

Divisor

Example

Definition

.

.
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Dividend

Example

Definition

Quotient

Example

Definition

,

Remainder

Example

,

Definition

Multiplicative
Inverse

Example

Statement

Division
Inverse

Example

Statement
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2. For each of the properties listed write T for true or F for

false for the operations of multiplication and division, con-

sidering the set of whole numbers only.

Multiplication Division

Commutative
.

Associative

Distributive
,

x over +

: over +

Identity Element

Inverse

Closure i

Discuss your answers with fellow classmates. Record questions

for your instructor for the seminar which concludes this sec-

tion.

PART 2

Complete the multiplication table which appears on page 53 and use it

to answer the division questions which follow it.

6`)
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x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

1 2

2 10

3

4

5

6 42

7

8

9

¶

1. a) Write 7 x 8 = 56 as a division sentence (two ways).

b) Division is said to be the inverse of multiplication. Tell

how this relationship could be used as a strategy to help

children reduce the number of basic facts they must memorize.

2. How many of the 100 multiplication facts could be eliminated

from memorization by using the commutative property? Give exam-

ples.

3. How can the associative property be useful in reducing the number

of multiplication facti?

4. How is the identity element for multiplication useful in the mem-

orization of multiplication and division facts?

5. How many of the 100 multiplication facts could be learned through

knowing the zero property of multiplication?

6. How is the distributive property useful in learning new basic

facts from previously learned facts?
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ACTIVITY 9

SEARCHING FOR STRATEGIES

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to summarize some pat-

terns and thinking strategies related to the-memorization of basiz- - -

facts.

DIREtTIONS:

I. The objective of this activity is for you to fill out the chart

on page 56 with as many helpful patterns and strategies as pos-

sible. This chart should serve'as a record for your future

teaching experience. To fill out this chart, do several or all

of the following:
0

a) interview children

b) interview teachers

c) interview your classmates

d) interview your spouse or date

e) interview yourself.
14

Jot down all interesting ideas. For example, in discussing mul-

tiples of 5 some observations might be "always ends in 0 or 5,"

"I think about nickels," "I count by 5's," etc.

2 Decide whether the following multiplication and division state-

ments are true (always) or false. If the statement is true,

state the property illustrated. If the statement is false, give

a numerical example which shows that it is false. The letters

a, b, c stand for any whole number.

I. axa= a

T F 2. a x (b x c ) = (a x b) x (a x c)



T F 3. 0 a = 0 (a # 0)

T F 4 . a b = b a

T F 5. (a x b) x c = a x (b x c)

T F 6. a x (b - c) = (a x b) (a x c) ft > c)

T F 7. (a + b) : c = (a : c) + (b c)

T F 8. 1 x a= a

T F 9. a 0 = 0

T F 10. a : (b + c) = (a b) + (a c)
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TABLE

Multiples
of!,

List of patterns or strategies (two or three each)
that might be suggested to help pupils find or re-
call the number facts associated with each number 1

0

4

1

2

..

3 ,
D

4

5 __

,

,

7

8

9 .

10 .

56
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ACTIVITY 10

11111

USING THE HUNDRED4 BOARD TO DEVELOP THINKING STRATEGIES

FOCUS:

You know that thinking strategies can be develope through familiar-

ity with number properties and patterns. These strategies can also

be aided by various geometric patterns on the hundred's board. The

uses for the hundred's board seem endless, but in this activity your

interest will be narrowed to concentrate on the number patterns,

viewed by consider,ing multiples, which are useful.for.the development

of thinking strategies.

DISCUSSION:

The hundred's board is a board (or chart) on which the numbers 1 to

100 are arranged in 10 rows of 10 numbers. This board has many uses

for work in numeration, addition and subtraction, and multiplication

and division.

Using this board a child may be helped to see the order of nuM-

bers, as well as the ,geometric patterns formed by multiples of num-

bers. The example shown below illustrates the diagonal pattern that

results from Circling th-e multiples of 3.

1 2 0 4 5 0 7 8 0 10

11 13 14 0 16 17 0 19 20

0 22 23, (23' 25 26 0 28 29 0
31 32 0 34 -35 (16)," 37 38 0, 40

41 0 43 44 0 46, 47 0 49 50

52 53 0 55 56 0 58 59 (60)*

61 62 0 64 65 0 67 68 0 70

71 0 73 ,74 0 76 77 0 79 80

0 82 83 0 85 86 .(E) 88 89, 0

91 92 0 94 95 97 98 0 100
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DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the four hundred's charts that follow to explore patterns

formed by,circling the multiples of 2, 4, 5 and 9.

Multiples of 2. Multples of .5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 45 6 7 8. 9 if)

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 15 1; 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 ;

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 34 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 41 42 43 44 46 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 -- 51 52 53 54 55 56,57 58 59 60

61 -62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 61 62 63. 64 65 66.67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 , 81 82 83 84 85 86.87 .88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95.96 97 98 99 100 91 92 93 94 95 95.97 98 99 100

Multiples of 4 Multiples of.9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 ii 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 49 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 21 22 23 24 25 26 27-28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 31 3233 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 41 42 43 44 45 46 47,48 49 50

,

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 54 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 7? 78 79 80 71 72 73 ". 75 76 77.78 79 80v'

81 82 83 84.85'86 87 88 89 90 81 82 83 84 85 86.87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 94 96 9 98 99 100 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

2:- Study the hundred's charts in (1) above. List fOur discouries

you might help children make in their study of multiples dis-

played on a hundred's board.

3. on the chart mar:ked with the multiples of 9 mark the multiples of

of 3 and 6 with a different colored pen or with ,LandO rather

68
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than(:). Which multiples of 3 are not;multiples 8,f. 6 or 9?

Which numbers are multiples of 3 and 6 and 9?

Write two activities using the hundred's Chart which could help

children see patterns useful in memorizing the basic multipli-

cation and division facts.

ITEACHER TEASER

Eight pirates decide to divide'their

gold. Each receives an equal amount

but two pieces remain.' How many

pieces of gold were there?

Being greedy, two of the pirates

,fight over the4b4o extra pieces:

One is killed and the remaining *

seven divide his gold .4so that there

are noW five pieces of gold left

over. Can you now tell hew many

pieces of gold there were totally?

Is tht answer unique?
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ACTIVITY 11

BUILDING SKILL USING GAMES

FOCUS:

Games are often useful in the memorization of-basic facts. This 'ac-

tivity:will provide a sample of a ew games and provide an opportun-

ity for you,to construct your own.

-MATERIALS:

Listed separately for each game.

,

Games in mathematics are often praisedland often damned lemoriza-

tion of basic facts is a dull assignment, and games often;provide a

needed incentive for children to rillemorize these facts. ' Tpus, games
/

are promoted. Theflames prove tolbe so much fun that sodn, unless

(s)he is careful, the teacher is pressed to "entertain"lthe children

with more games. Some teachers yield to this very real'pressure and

provide,games, even games which have no specific educalfional or in-

structional purpose. Games, likel any other instructio al activity,

should have specific objectives.

DIRECTIONS:'

1 In your group, play the three games which are des ribed on the

following pages. After playing each like, decide how you would '

use it in the classroom. What is your view of the role of

games in general for .building skills?

2 IndividOally, design a game which could be used to romote skill

development. State the rules and th*e objective fOr his game.



Watch.Yo GuArMEPIls and Q's!

MATERIALS:

Heavy paper, markers, scissors.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Make a set of 20 cards. Each card should have one numeral

written on ii. For early work with division the twenty cards

should consist of two cards with each of the numerals 0 through

9 (i.e., 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, ..., 8, 8, 9, 9).

2. Turn the cards face down.

Each persan selects three cards and forms all possible combina-
,

tions of the cards with one card being the diOsor, another the

quotient, and the third the remainder.

For example, if the cards 5, 2, and 7 were drawn, the possible

combinations are represented,in the table below.

Divisor (D) Quotient (Q) Remainder (R)

a) 5, 2 7

b) 5 7. 2

c) 5 7

d) 2 7 5

e.) 7 2 5

f) 7 5 2

3. Each player must\then decide if each situation is legal and, if

it is, what the dividend is. In the example above, (a), (c),

and (d) are not leg6l (because the remainders are larger than

the div,isors), and the dividends for (b), (e), and (0 respec-

tively are 37, 19, and 37.
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4. The dividends are added up. (37 + 37 + 19 93). The player

with the highest score wins.

GAME 2,

"Neighboring Squares"

DIRECTIONS:

On the array of whple numbers below, draw either one or two line

segments through any two or three adjacent squares so that the pro-

duct of the numbers in those squares is 120.

Here,lwe use the term "adjacent" to mean "any pair of squares

which touch in any manner--either a common side or vertex." For ex-

ample, the squares 1, 2 and 60 are adjacent and the product is 120.

The game consists of locating all such sets of adjacent squares.

24 20 1 3 40 60

3 5 3 30 1 5

40 1 24 2 4 6

I

60 2 3 1 5 12

30 1 20 3 6 10

2 6 10 4 , 2 1

.60 40 3 1 20 24

Variations of this game can be made by using different arrays, dif-

ferent products, or even different operktions.
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40161,"0There arel8 cookies
to be shared among

t '4P Nit
6 children.

0 I

.

114thote7:4ft, fill 1,

,11111 111111111111iiiinjimpjp.Hij11111111111
How many cookies

should each child
receive ?

A

How many sets of three ?

2 threes =

2 X 3 =
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET ,

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET
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Find the greatest numbr for EL

Thn find L.

A. O8 =

B. 26 =

C. 27 =

D. 35 =

(1 X 5) +A.

(0 X 5) + 1.

(0 X 5) +L.

(0 X 5) +L.

Us this pictur to
complet th following

sntnces.

X 2 =14

14 ÷ 2 ==
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET
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Candy bars are on
sale for 8 cents each.

John bought 6 candy bars.

How much money did he spend ?

Write two multiplication
and two division sentences

suggested by this array.

5
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET

8
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Cameron can get 1 nickel
for five pennies.

13 is two fives and
3 ones left over.

13 =[DX 5 +A
How many nickels
will Cameron have ?

A set of 8 oranges

sets of 4 are 8

X 4 = 8
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Ping-pong balls ari
pAked 6 to a box.

Mr.. Jones hza, 27
-ping-p-on balls.

'How many full boxes
of ping-pong balls will Mr. Jones have ?

How many balls will be left over

I.

sets of 5

Join the sets 5 + 5 =

2 fives =

81
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
CARD SET

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
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GAME 3

"The Cover-Up"

MATERIALS:

Construction paper or I" graph paper, three dice, and a supply of

playing pieces for each player..

DIRECTIONS:

I. Prepare a game board like the one shown on page 64. You will

also need three dice.and a supply of different markers for each

player to cover the numbered squares.

To begin play, each player in turn rolls all three dice and the

player with the smallest sum begins play. Play progresses

around the table.

?

3. The first player rolls the three dice. He must use one or two

operations on the three numbers shown on the dice. For example,

suppose he rolls a 3, 4, and 5. He could think (3 x 4) + 5 or

(3 + 4) x 5 or (3 x 4) - 5 or 3 x 4 x 5, etc. He is then

allowed to cover one resulting number on the board with a

marker (e.g., 60 = 3 x 4 x 5). The next player takes his turn.

He may not cover a number already covered.

4. Several variations for scoring can occur. The simplest is to

count the markers each person has at the end of the game. An-

other variation on the game is to allow only markers adjacent to

,., markers already played.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28

.

29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 .

41 42 44 45 48 50 54 55

60 64 66 72 75 80 86 90

100 108 120 125 144 150 180 210
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ACTIVITY 12

11111 SEMINAR

FOCUS:

This seminar provides an opportunity not only to review the activi-

ties of' this. section but also to place the activities of this section

in perspective with Section I and to prepare the way for Section III.

DISCUSSION:

The goal of this section has been to make you aware of the impor-

tance of helping children develop thinking strategies to aid in the

memorization of basic number facts, and to provide some techniques

and insights to aid children in developing such strategies. In addi-

tion, some activi t( ies and games designed to promote interest in de-

veloping skills in the basic facts were provided.

DIRECTIONS:

The following questions may help stimulate.class ditcussion.

1. How do the mathematical number properties serve as useful tech-

niques for helping children develop thinking ttrategie?

2. What are several strategies that children might employ to make.

the memorization of basic number facts easier and more effi-

cient?

3. Assuming that all the Properties are used, wklat might be the

minimum number of basic multiplication facts to be memorized?

4. What are some activities that must precede the teaching of the

basic multiplication and division facts?

5. Discuss the appropriateness of learnihg the multiplication facts

in order; i.e., multiples of 0 first, multiples of 1 second,

multiples 'of 2 third, and so on. What order mightone use?

6.5 8 7



6. :lhat is the appropriate role of drill and games in helping chil-

dren remember basic number facts?

7.

r-C- I I\IVER. u5E__
RASA CARDS. THAT'S

oLD-FAsi-lioNED.
/FLASH CARPS. IT'S

ALWAYS USE

oNIS WAY KIDS
,\CAN Me MoRiZE FAO'S.

/11111

Discuss the positions of these two teachers°. What is your

opinion on the fliish card issue?

8. During the time of memorization of the basic facts, is there any

need for conceptual development of multiplication and division?

9. Does the real-world problem---4-model----o-symbols point of view

have any place in the teaching of basic facts?

10. Is it unusual for children in grade 4 not to know their basic

facts? Grade 6? Grade 8? Grade 10? Sophomores in college?!

What might be the causes fop the lack of this skill in these

individuals? -
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Section III

COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS FOR
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

The previous two sections of this unit have focused on introductory

work in multiplication and division and bn the development of th.ink-

ing strategies to help children understand the operations and acquire

essential skills. An understanding of basic'concepts (as well as
,

some skill in using these concepts) is necessary for work with mul-

111/1

tiplication and division algorithms. You may recall that algorithms

are efficient procedures for calculatirig (e.g., the long division

algorithm). -

Initially children develop an understanding of these algorithms

by working with smaller numbers. In this way concrete aids or pic-

tures can be used which model the real-world situation and the mathe-
.

matics associated with it. As the numbers become larger, it is more

difficult to use objects or pictures. -They often would actually

serve to confuse rather than help. (Imagine trying to use objects

for 13 x 439.) So work with symbols alone begins. This symbolic

work has intrinsic merit for children since one of the beauties of
,

mathematics lies in the facility and power of its symbolism.

This section builds upon the concepts and skills developed in

.previous sections to develop algorithms or computational procedures

for processing larger numbers. Just as in the teaching of the con-

cepts, the development of the algoeithms should proceed by relating

real-world situations to mathematics through models. \iIn the develop-

ment of algorithms, as in the development of basic number facts, the

-)
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properties of mathematics play an important role and should be util-

ized.

The development of the multiplication and division .algorithms

involves "fitting together" concepts and principles on which the

,algorithms are based. Thus, careful, sensitive teaching is required

to build from basic conceptual learning to the procedures used in 'the

algorithms. Teachers must also carefully monitor children's work in

order to identify individual 'difficulties"khat may arise. As is

often the case in this area, pupil performance at more difficult

levels of the algorithms (e.g., 24 x 37 or 3749 24) rests upon pu-

pil insight and performance at lower stages of the algorithms. Be-
.

cause approaches to these algorithms vary somewhat among textbooks,

teachers must understand the underlying concepts, be able to identify

how an instructional sequence is developed, and be aware of issues

related to different approaches.

This section will be divided into two clusters of activities;

one dealing with the multiplication algorithm, the other with the

division algorithm. Following these sets of activities will be an

activity designed to help you identify pupil errors in multiplication

and division and prescribe remedial experiences. It should be noted

that children do not learn multiplication in isolationfrom division.

Rather, the algorithmic development for each proceeds simultaneouqy

in the school.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. What skills are prerequisite for a multiplication problem such ,

as 78 x 243?

2. Outline the sequeve of division examples you would present to

a child, starting from basic facts and working toward an example

like 52)4823.

68
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ACTIVITY 13

1110

USING MODELS TO INTRODUCE THE MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM

FOCUS:

This activity will challenge you to perform some tasks, both to ac-

quaint you with various techniques and to suggest appropriate proCe-

dures for use with children. The child should.already have had con-

siderable experience with physical objects and pictures used in the

development of the introductorY concepts and the basic facts. Ini-

tially these same aids could be used in the development of the algo-

rithms.

MATERIALS:

Dienes blocks, bundling sticks grouped in tens and ones; graph paper

1
(T 'grid is appropriate); Cuienaire rods (optional).

DISCUSSION: 6

The use of pictures and physical aids is.an essential ingredient in

teaching elementary school mathematics. In Section I the instruc-

tional point of view of17:oceeding from a real-world problem to a

model to symbols was stre5ied. In the Overview (Activity 1) it was

pointed out that in the algorithmic development stage, effiphasis would

be placed on the direct progression from real-world problems to sym-

bols since it would be diffiGult to model situations involving large

numbers. Thus,Jny utflization of models must occur at the,beginning

of the algorithmic development when introducing the algorithms with

smaller numbers. The purpose in using a model in introducing algo-

rithms is both to help children "see" the reasonableness of the
0

algorithmic processes and to helR the children become confident of

the symbolic representation. The children must be gradually "weaned"

from pictures or aids which represent the actual number of objects

and accustomed to using more symbolic models.
0
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4

Example: 8 x 14 =0

Initially aids could be used.

Dienes Blocks

8 x 14

HHHH8x
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Excha3,nge

NNW UMW
1181111111 NW DEW

SW111111.MO IN
'SNOWMEN II

IN WM II WUM
MUM 18

IN IN
MINIMUM MU
VS MIN IMMO

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

8 x 4 = 32

1

0 1 flat
0 1 long

2 units

112

Bundling Sticks

1111

I.

1 11 4111 1111 1 W

8 x 14

11111 11111 11111

8 x 10 = 80

'1'1 '19 pr
jj LL LL 8 x 4 = 32

LL Ji L

Regroup

112

1 Hundred
1 Ten
2 Singles

Children can be shown the relationship between the aids and the sym-

bols 8 x 14 = 8 x (10 + 4) = 8 x 10 + 8 x 4.

a) Where do we have 80?

b) ,Where do we have 32?
,

c)' Where do we hve 112?

As the numbei's become lar:ger, more abstract representations can be

substituted for the use of pictures or aids which represent the

acAIN.Abjectsf

4ci
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For example: 23 x 56 could be pictured as follows.

2

56

123 23

Illustrations 'such as the last one above are nO1 particularly litlpful.
4

Children often find that making up a problem is more helpful. Such

a problem might be
,

"There are 23 boxes with 56 books in each.

11111

How ma* books in all?" x.

Such a problem places the example in an understandable per'spective

for the child. Thus,'as the numbers become lirger it is important to

help the child bridn the gap from the real-world problem to symbols.

k.

Real-World
Problem

Model

Pictures
Aids

Algorithms with
smaller numbers

Symbols

Algorithms with
larger dumbers
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'DIRECTIQNS:

1. Work in pairs. Take turns using Dienes blocks 4nd buhdling

sticks 0 show your partner how the following eiamples couqd be

demon rlted to children. Be sure to relate the aids to the

sy ols as illustrated in the discussion. In particular, ask

each other questionyike (a), (b), and (c) on page 70.

a) 4 x 13- b) 6 x 14 c) 5 x 19

d) 13 x 34 e) 5'x 120 f) 12 x 21

How are eAdmples (d)(e), and (f) different froM the others?

How do they differ from each other? Is it Useful in all exaM-

ples to use the bundling sticks or Dienes blocks?

Study the.graph below. (work in pairs or individuajlY.)

red r Pr IS r4 &Fa rAl r4 r4 Ir4. Kt CA0:0:0:11.70:4
r.frAin&ri .WW22&r.A.W.d6WtoriC0.5:10.'n1111100010011111MIMMOOO:N001
11111111111111111111111,010111111111111111000:NO01111111000100muommiewnimool0000sommormsomm6740000gInnommossimmimummel00000assimommommses000000umemmummuws IIII
NErismasummousimum. ...amossmumammef00000oosommeosaem.. lll
11111111.111.111.1011111111111121111111111IEMINEINIMM11111111MR11 00MIIIIIIMIMMIN 1

11111111111101. OinC11111111111111111111110000.11111111111 00.
mosimiamasammass000000GIO11111111IIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111000.
11111111IMINIMON111111000:10.

20 6

26

The graph nepresents 32 x 26. Using the distributive property

you kmayl that:

94 "
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*1

32 x 26 = 32 x (20 + 6)

= (32 x 20) + (32 x 6)

(30 + 2) x 20 + (36 + 2)'x 6

= (30 )020) + (2 x 20) + (30 x 6) + (2 x 6)

Color red the part that represents (30 x 20).

Color blue theivrt that represents-(2 x. 20).

Color.black the part that represents (30 x 6).

Color green:the slacq that represents (2 x 6).

(Use shading if you do not have colored pencils or crayons.)

3. How does the graph in_ (2) relate to the algorithms A and B

shown below?

A

32 32

x 26 x 26

121 192

1805 640

401 832

600.1

832

0

a) In A, 12, 180, 40 and 600 are called partial products. What

color are these partial products in the grid?

b) In B, 192 and 640 are .!the partlal products. What colors

represent these produ4s in the.grid?

c) Flow does this algorithm relate to the mathematical sentences.

of (2)?

4. The example below shows the_stal ard algorithm for multiplica-

tion.

32

x 26

' 192

64

832

--e

How Abes this algorithm compare to the ones shown in (3)?

73.
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5. Use grapti.,paper to picture any two examples--one from Group A
_-

and one-from Group B. (Choose two which are different from your

partner's.) Then show them to your partner to 'check and explain

each other's work.

Group A

[

48 x 37

.

31 x 45 50 i--61.- 33 x 70

Group 4 21 x 235 33 x 127 41 x 212 13 x 311

6. Some eransitional algorithMs are written below to 4press

6 x 14.

Transitio0a1

ri

lo + 4 14

x 6 x 6

60 + = (6 x 4)

(6 x 10)

Total

Standard

14

x 6

a) They are called transitional since they are mat tfte most

efficient algorithms, but'they can be helpful in bui,lding

understanding of the meanthg of the standard algorithm and

in helping children to use it-more insightfully. Complete

the algorithms and diScuss what merits you feel each has.

Discuss how these transitional, algorithms relate to the work

yttl did with the aids and graph paper earlier.

b) Look back over the work you have done in this activity:

using aids, using a grid, Using algorithms with partial

products and some traii-S-1 ional algorit.Ws. Discuss with

,your classmates and qUtline a 'sequence you might use in pre-

senting simple multiOlica,tion a:lgorithms to young children.

9 6
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7. Some researchers and educators feel the best way to introduce
4

11110

algorithms to children is to present a problem such as the one

which follows and challenge the children to solve the problem

any way they. can. ,Then ask various children to tell how they

solved it. Since they have not beet) taught any algorithms they

are in effect making up their own

"Sally counted 37 cartons of eggs

in the dairy case at the supermarket.

How many eggs are in that case?"

Individuals who have tried such a procedure with children have

been amazed at the resourcefulness of the children. It seems

reasonable that such an experience would foster understanding of

algorithmic procedures to be introduced later. What do you

think? List some ways thatc,children who have not been taught

the multiplicaton algorithms might solve this problem.

'8: "biscuss in class the role of knowingbasic fterts throughout the

development of the multiplication algorithm.

111/1

.

9. OPT/ONAL: The Cuisenaine /Lodz can be used to model muttiptica-,

tion. De6cAibe oit disptay how the 6otto1.ing examptes might"be

modeled using Cuisenaine /Lodz.

a) 8 x 7 b) 6 x 12

75
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ACTIVITY 14 .

WRITING AN ACTIVITY CARD OR OUTLINING A LESSON TO ACHIEVE AN
OBJECTIVE IN MULTIPLICATION

FOCUS:

Developing lesson plans is a skill which a teacher will find helpful

to learn. It is also fun and instructive to compare lessons with

other prospective teachers. In this activity you will have a chance

to develop and share an outline of a lesson plan.

MATERIALS:

Acetate transparencies, felt-tipped pens.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Read the list'of instructional objectives for teaching the mul-

tiplication algorithm. In a small group match each of the exam-

ples of activities that follow on piges 78-83 with the objec-

tives. Compare your results with other members of your class.

2. Working in groups of two select an objective and prepare a les-

son for that objctive. (Your instructor may decide to assign

the objectives to assure that a"wide choice of objectives is

represented.) When writing the lesson, you should adop,..the

following format:

a) Objective

b) Materials

c) Directions

d) Follow-up exercises.

Your directions should,carefully lead the child to attain the

objective. Follow-up exercises should review and extend the

concepts developed. The use of cartoons, pictures and any other

forms of motivational material is encouraged. Prepare your ac-
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tivities as overhead transparencies and be ready to present them

at the next class meeting. Your instructor.will lead a class

''.
discussion at that time.

3. Are there any objectives for which an example is not provided?

If so, create one.

A SEQUENCE OF OBJECTIVES

FOR DEVELOPING THE MULtIPLICATION ALGORITHM

I. The child will be able to state the products for all multiplica-

tion combinations through 9 x 9.

2. The child will be able to find the product when a multiple of

ten is multiplied by a single-digit number.

3. The child will be able to find the product when any two-digit

number is multiplied by a single-digit number, using concrete

and pictorial aids. ,

4. The child will be able to find the product when any two-digit

111/1

number is multiplied by a single-digit number, using paper-and-

pencil computations.

5. The child will be able to find the product when any three- (or

more) digit number is multiplied by a single:digit number, per-

. forming computations with pencil and paper.

6. The childwill be able to find the product when any two-digit

number is multiplied by a multiple of ten.

7. The child will be able to find the product when any two-digit

number is multiplied by a two-digit number, using concrete and

pictorial aids.

8. The child win be able to find the product when any two-digit

number is multiplied by a two-digit number, using paper-and-

pencil computations.,

9. The child will be able to find the product when any three- (or

more) digit number is multiplied by a two-digit.number using

paper-and-pencil computations.
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26

20
24

Objective #

(THE PICTURE S4oW5 THAT WE
cAN FIND THE PRODUCT of
2-4 AND Za ENREAKINC7 UP
ME FACTOR 2-4.

26 26
x 20 + x 4

520 104 (Z>

= 624

A

1 THE GRouPIN0 t-Av4
elivIZIPLICATION TEL-1...S US THAT
WE CANN FIND THE PRoPUGT

MULXIPLVIN BY 3 AND

24

Objective #

24 x 30 = (24 x 3) x 10 410
= 72 x 10
= 720

423
X 21

Objective #

(1X423)

(2bX423)

78



Objective #

294
X 4

4X4
4X90
4X200

0

43
X 2

86

Objective #

43
.X 20

2

24
X 6
144

79

Objective #

101



28

20

23

Objective #

28

x 23

(3 x 28)
(20 x 28)

3

Objective #
43

X 21
43 (1X43)

860 (20X43)
903 (21X43)

3 x 4o
3X 4 TeNs

THAT'S 12 TENS
oR 12.0

.A0111

102

80

Objective #

3 x 4 = 12
3 x 40 =



a

Objective #
'MI WM MEI MI

NMI MO NM MN
NM INNI MI MN
=I NM NM ME
INII MI IMO WM

MI MI NM MN
UM =I MN MN
MN = =I MN =I MI ME MI
MI =I M11 I=
NM NM NM NMI = MN MI

Step 1

1

X

0
2
4
8

Step 2

x
1

4
4

0
2
4
8

8

Objective #

-IMI NM NM
IMI NM IM
OM IIMM MIN
MN MI MI 12:1 ENO NM
UM I= MN
IMEN IIMI NM 11.111 OM NM
OM IMII NM
MN MI MO NM MN NM
MN MN NM 't
OM 1111 MI 1110 MN MN

u

1 4
X 13

2
3 0
4 2

31
X 3

81

Objective #

103



(A) 3 x 3
(B) 7 x 8
(C) 3 x 4
(D) 6 x 7

Q (E) 4 x 5
(F) 7 x 7
(G) 3 x 9

Objective #

(H) 8x 8
(I) 4 x 7

(J) 6 x 8
(K) 5 x 8
(L) 6 x 0
(M) 9 x 9
(N) 7 x 1

368
X 48

Objective #

2

217
X 3
651

82

104

Objective #



Objective #

208
X 6

48
X 37

336
1440
1776

Objective #

Objective #

How many seis of 10?

Write the numeral for 6 tens.

Solve 6 x 10 =

83 105
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ACTIVITY 15 6

DISCUSSION OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES*:

FOCUS:

In this follow-up to Activity 14 you wilLhave a chance to evaluate

peer presentations of activities associated wit') the teaching of the

multiplidation algorithm and to sutmarize important pedagogical

principles involved in the teaching of 'the lultiplication algorithm.

MATERIALS:

Transparencies prepared in Activity 14, over'head projector.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Selected groups will make presentations of the elementary school

activities they prepared in Activity 14. . -

1

111/

2. Ask any questions which you.have pertaining to the develodment

of the multiplication algorithm.

10684



ACTIVITY 16 .

. PATTERNS USING THE MULTIPLICATION ALGORUHM.

FOCUS:

Children are fascinated .with the many interesting relationships

among numbers. Thi'i activity wifi preent a.few patterns in multi-
.

plication which children may find intriguing and helpful.

DIRECTIONS:

1. a) The product of ll'and inofi)er number suggests

one interesting pattern. The problem 11 x 32

is worked on the right. What pattern.is sug-

, gested?

b) Explore the pattern of products when 111 'or 1111 is a fac-

tor. (A hand calculator is.very useful when exploring pat-

terns-in m9ltiplication, particularly when the numbers

involved are large.).

2. a) What patterns are suggested by products,whose faopri are

101 Or 99? Try some examples.

32

x 11
32

.320
352

Can you write.a general rule for factors which are one more

or one less than a power of ten?

3. To multiply a number by 25 it may be easier to ihink of 25 as

one-fourth of 100. Thus in multiplying 14 x 25 one can think

of dividing 14 by 4-and multiplying by 100. In less formal

terms, think "How many 4's in 14?" (3 and 2 left over) "Then.

14 x 25 is 300 plus two 25's or 50. The total is 350." Try

17 x 25, 24 x 26, etc.

85 107
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4. A pattern useful in aiding the development of the multipMcation
r 0

algorithm is illustrated below.

H T 0

2 x 43 =

so

20 x 43 8

8

0('
6

6

0

a) .State this pattern in general terms.
_ ___ .

b) How is the.associative property used in this pattern?

.5. Explain the relationship between the following 1-ittern and the

algebraic manipulation-learned in grade 9.

31 x 29 = (30,+ 1)(30.- 1)

= 30
2

- 1

= 900 - 1 =

(a + b)(a -\10 = a2 b2

6. Find another multiplication pattern, record it, and share it

with'iour classmates. Make a list of the patterns you collect

,---for futuvé use.
. -{11

Ps.

86

.: 106
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ACTIVITY 17

ULTIPLICATION PROBLEMS

FOCUS:

rn this activity the role of estimating in solving some multiplica-

tion problems will be explored.

DISCUSSION:

.. Algorithms are generalize4rocedures for computing exact 'answers.

Often i everyday situations less-formal comOutational procedures for

finding a6proximate answers are required. These informal procedUres

are as important for children to learn as the more formal paper-and-
,:

pencil procedures. The informal procedurei-Offen take-the-form af

mental rounding of numbers and simple calculations. Skill in such

mental computation, just as in more formal computation must be based

on sound mathematical concepts.

For example, if one wanted to calculate the cost of three boxes

of cereal at 48t a box one could-think: 48t is near 50t and 3 x $.50

is $1.50. Many problem situations require an estimate of the answer

or simply a knowledge of whether the answer is greater or less than

a given amount. Many prablems like the one pictured below require

an estimate.

IS $5.00 EIVUGN FoR BoT1-1?

87
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This actiVity will present you with some problems for which various

strategies could be used in the solution. Since there are numerous

DIRECTIONS:

ssmates.

1. Three problems similar to those found in elementary_school text-

books are presented below. Under each problem ar2 parts of two

strategies for solving it. For each prOblem finish the strate-

gies and then write another problem hat might be solved using

the same strategies.

a) Jim has been given $1 to buy a comic book and a pen. Will

one dollar be enough? How do you know?

AtJp 35 ADD OP
To A PotLAR. So...

/65

(00 AND 30 ts c30.
5 AND 9 15 moRE THANI
to. so._

b) Jane has three quarters. Ice cream cones cost 19(t a dip.

Does Jane have enough for three dips?

ONE DIP FOR_ 19

lc) IS LESS THAN Z.
THREE QuARTERS.TAREE.
PIPS. c70...

88

lc) IS AeouT 20.
TRRE.E. 20'S ARE
Go. So..



c) Soap

8 oz. ... 4G(t

16 oz. ... 80t

.Which size is the best buy?

OuNcE BoX
-8 FIVES MAKE 40
ito-OuNcE Su(

SOFT'

802.

. 3202.
"

Ho FIVES MAKE BO -rr.
I S S MAKE 110 AND'

32-ovNcE e3ox Tvlo zio,s MAKE 80.
32: FIVES . rINO ludS MAKE 32 AND.,.

2. Suggest some strategies which may be used to solve the following

problems.

22 guests are coming

to a party. If each

guest is expected to

eat three sandwiches,

are 60 sandwiches

enough?

89

Baseballs cost $1.98

(including -sales -

tax). I have $10.

Can I buy as many as

five?

111



3. Often exact answers are computed Mentally. Describe two ways

1110

a person cuight compute the answer to the following problem with-

out using the usual algorithm.

1AOW MANN/ BOTTLES
IN 4 CASES?

4. Briefly summarize the thinking strategies that were suggested or

that you used to solve the problems in this activity.

5. Suggest some ways in which children can be encouraged to solve

problems using mental estimation.



ACTIVITY 18

ALGORITHMS FOR MULTIPLICATION

FOCUS:

The history of algorithm development includes many interesting pro-

cedures. You will become acquainted with various multiplication

algorithms, some of which date back several centuries.

DIRECTIONS:

Five examples of multiplication algorithms are presented below. Read

each of these and answer the questions which pertain to each algo-

rithm. Children love to learn these "strange" algorithms. It,seems

reasona,ble that these.algorithms help improve children's understand-

ing and appreciation of multiplication. It is hoped that you too

will enjoy them!'

SI. Fin_ger Multiplying

This method is said to have originated in Roman times and is still a

fairly common practice among Rumanian peasants.

A. How it works:

The method is used for basic combinations involving factors be-

tween 5 ind 10 and assumes a knowledge of multiplication facts

up to 5 x 5. To multiply 9 x 7:.

1. Hold your hands in front

of you with the palms

toward you. Then number

the fingers on each hand
lo So

from 6 - 10 beginning

with the thumbs.

8
9
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2. To find the product 9 ; 7

touch the 9 finger of one

hand to the 7 finger of

the other. Bend or flex

the fingers below the two

that are touching on each

hand.

3. The sum of the numbers of fingers extended is the tens digit

of the product. (In this case, 4-+_ 2 = 6.)

4. The product of the numbers of fingers closed (flexed) on

each hand is the units digit. (In this case 1 x 3.)

5. Hence, 9 x 7 = 63.

B. Work the following examples using the finger method.

9

x 8

8

x 8

9

x 6

C. Try to determine a mathematical explanation of why this algo-

rithm works.
e

Hint: For example, 9 x 7 = (10 - I) x (10 - 3)

. w

[i

here 1 and 3 are the number of
fingers bent on each hand

= 100 - (I x 10) - (3 x 10) + (I x 3)

= 100 - 10(1 + 1) + (I x 3)

= 10[10 - (I + 3)] + (I x 3)

where 10 - (I + 3) is the
of extended fingers

[I

= (10 x 6) + 3

= 63

Now generalize by letting a and b be the number of fingers

bent on each hand, in which case the numbers to be multiplied

are (10 - a) and (10 - b).

92
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II. Lattice Method

n 1478 a book printed in Treviso, Italy, showed a method of multi-

plying called the Belasia (lattice)-Okthod.

A. How it works:

8 3

8 3

4

3

1'.

3

5

3

5

3

5

1. Original problem: 83 x 35. One

factor is written horizontally and

the other written vertically.

Diagonals are drawn for each square

as indicated.

2. Multiply 3 x 3 = 9

Multiply 3 x 8 = 24

(Notice how the two-digit numeral

is placed.)

3. Multiply 5 x 3 = 15

Multiply 5 x 8 = 40

4. Beginning at the lower right-hand

corner and moving to the left, add

the numbers in each diagonal chan-

nel and record the sums as shown,

carrying Where necessary.

e.g. 5

0 + 1 + 9

4 + 4

2

The prodyct (reading left to right)

is 2905.
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B. Work the following examples using the,lattice method.

48

x27

70 267

x 44 x 48

. C. Develop a mathematical explanation of why the algorithm works.

III. Napier's Bones

Late in the sixteenth century a Scotsman, John Napier, improved on .

the lattice method by inventing strips (originally made of bones or

ivory and therefore known as Napier's Bones) on which products from

a multiplication array were shown. A portion of Napier's array is

sshowm below. gich column is the first ten multiples of the number

shown at the head,of tha: column.

A. How it works:

To multiply 374 x 89:

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

116

1. Take the columns headed by 3, 7,

and 4 and place them as shown.

2. To find 9 x 374, consider the row

headed by 9:

9
3 ,0

4, 6

3 6 ,,6

Add diagonal channels from ri*'

toleft:6,3, 7 + 6, 2, cal.-

rying as yop go: 3 3 6 6.

3. Follow the same procedure as in

2) for finding 8 x 374. Adding

diagonal channels we get: 2 9 9 2.

Hence 80 x 374 = 29920.

4. Add: 3366
+ 29920

33286

374 x 89 = 33286

1,111;

1
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B. Work the following examples using the Napier Method.

74 327

x 18 x 107

C. Try to determine a mathematical explanation of why this algo-

rithm works.

IV. Doubling

To multiplY the numbers 292 and 43 using the doubling method, write

thenumbers_l_and 292. Progressively double each of these numbers,

as shown below, until a subset of the numbers in the left-hand column

sums' to 43. Cross out those numbers not used in the sum as well as

the corresponding numbers in the right-hand column. The,,sum of the

numbers in the right-hand column, which are not crossed out, is the

product of 292 and 43.*

1 292

2 584

8 2336

16 4672

32 9344

43 12556

Try these examples using this technique.

722 1128

x 128 x 89

*A hint in explaining how this works is to write the number 43 in

base two and note the positions of the ones and zeros.



V. Russian Method

11111-
This method is also referred to as the "doubling method." Actually

it i's a rather simple technique where the only skill required s mul-

tiplication and division by 2.

A. How it works:

To multiply 42 by 294
0

42 294 Original numbers

588
Multiply 294 by 2, divide 42 by 2 and

, ignore the remainder.

Multiply 588 by 2, divide 21 by 2 and
10 117C

5 2352

2 4704

1 9408

12348

ignore the remainder.

Continue this process until division

by 2 is no longer possible.

Cross out both numerals in each row

for which the halved one is even (42,

10, 2). Add the remaining numerals on

the right. The result is the product

(12,348).

B. Work the following examples using the Russian Method.

29 264

x 40 x 53

C. Try to determine a mathematical explanation of why the algorithm

works.

Hint: If 42 is written in base two it is 101010 or

(f x 32) + (0 x 16) + (1 x 8) + (0 x 4) + (1 x 2) + (0 x 1)two.

Note that 32 x 294 = 9408; 8 x 294 = 2352; 2 x 294 = 588;

and that 32 + 8 + 2 = 42.

118
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ACTIVITY 19

NTRODUCING THE DIVISION ALGORITHM

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an. opportunity to consider some tech-

niques for intrpducing the division algorithm. In particular, the .

relationship between real-world problems and the related computations\<,

_will.be emphasized-

MATERIALS:

Dienes Blocks and bundling sticks.

DISCUSSION:

Many elementary teachers claim that division is the most difficult

mathematical skill to teach in the elementai.v school.' Whether it is

the most difficult is a matter of speculation but the fact that, many

111, eachers feel that way 'should alert you to the fact that special

attention must be given to provide a careful development. As with

multiplication, introduction to the division algorithms should be

accompanied with many aids. The use of manipulatives such as Dienes

blocks or bundling sticks seems to be a necessary step in the child's

understanding. Again;'as in multiplitation, as the numbers get

larger one must rely on going directly from the real-world problem to

the symbols since concrete representatfons of large numbers would be

cpnfusing.

An example of a way to introduce division is briefly summarized

here. Note the illustrated progression from real world---4.model

4o-symbols. Also note the comptitational form used In the example

on the followifig'page.
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EXAMPLE A

"Mother made a batch of 74 cupcakes. She wants to freeze_them

in packages df 6 each. How many:Packages will she freeze?"

Dienes Blocks

Bundling Sticks

ml
ml UP MI

WI
!MI

Mi
Ili I

0 Cl

(175-
0 0

16 7: I

0 0
00
00
o

1313

rTh0
0 0

43. 0,

137a
0 0

trading longs
for units

RION

CM00 '00
00 o o

pol) pool[ogo
oo[100 culijagrr,

unbundled
sticks

TorAL. NulABER oF
CuPc.APCES

PER PACKAGE (01-74
0 i 0 4--LE

ft:IITATNCI4(%6E'CSUIZAft:ES,
14 LEAVING 14--
i 2 2- 4-- Two PACKA6E OF to2. 12 CONTAIN 12 , LEAVING 2.

'''......TWEI-VE Pos4KA6ES voTI-I
2_(.0PcAKE$ LEFT oV El? ; ALL-

. "q4 CUPcAKES ACCOUNTED FOR

Note that in division of whole numbers there are always two "answers."

One answer tells how many equivalent sets of a 'given number can be

partitioned from a given number; the other tells how many are leff.,

(When we say""there is no remainder," we mean that the remainder is

zero.)
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Study Example B below and answer the questions about the numbers

used in the computation. (Some of the question's haVe been ansWered

for you.)

EXAMPLE B

"Sally.collected 119 seashells at the seashore. She wished to .

display 9 shells on each piece of cardboard. How many pieces

of cardboard did she fill; How many shells did she have left?"

10

3
13 R2.

Cl

AReferring to the story and computation above, answer the fol-

lowing questions.

a) What does 9 represent? (The number of shells to be put on

each piece of cardboard.)

b) What does 119 represent?

c) What does.10 represent?' (Pieces of Cardboard with 9 shells

on, each.)

d) What does 90 represent?

e) What does 29 represent? (Shells remaining after 10 pieces

of cardboard.are filled.)

f) What does 27 represent?

q) What does 3 represent?

h) Mhat does 13 represent?

What does 2 represent?

'.%

$.
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DIRECTIONS:

1. In groups of three or four use bienes blocks,and/or bundling

sticks to.i ustrate the following real-World problems. Do the
, *.

computation for each problem, and answer quesAions like (1) -

(1) in Exatple B for each.problem. That is, teli what each-num-

ber in the computation means.

a) Iris -had:a book with 98 pages to read in one week:. How many -

pages shoul4 she read each day if she wanted to read

same numbee,of pages each day and finish the bbok in a week?

0

b - Jack was putting pictures in his album. If,he had 107 picm

tures:ond wished to put eight pictures on a.palp, how many

pages would he fill?, How many pictures would he have left?

c) If a carton holds six cokes, how many cartons are needed to

package 218 cbkes? How many bottles are left over?

.

2. For many of you the c6mputational form disOlayed in Example B

may be unfamiliar. This form is generally referred to as the

"scaffold" form. 'Often it is used to introduce division

) sikpe it has the advantage of writing the numerals as'children

have previously seen them Compare, for example, fhe numbers

used in the sCaffola form with those iri the so-called Standard

form.

Scaffold . Standard

13 R29)119
90 10 9)119-

29 .
,

9

27 3 29

2 13- R2 27
2'

a) What number does the 9 right under 119 in the standard form

illustrated above really 'represent?

100

-1 22
4



b) 'We might sky, aftersubtracting, that we "bring down" the 9

fromL119t Whkt is aCtua4ly occuming?

3. Consider Ipd take a position on the following question: "Should

the seaffold form tie used to introduce division to young chil-

dren?" -Discuss your position with members of your group. Sum-

marize the pros and'cons raised in the discussion.

JEACHER TEASER

The cards below in the first three sets'are

displayed according to a definite system.

Find the'Aerlying principle and iupply

the missing.car'd in'the4purth set.



ACTIVITY 20

THE SCAFFOLD FORM VS. THE STANDARD FORM OF THE DIVISION ALGORITHM

FOCUS:

In this activity you will havefa chance to consider-the problems re-

lated to the scaffold and standard algorithms.

DISCUSSION:

In Activity 19 you were introduced to the scaffold form of division0
computation. The scaffold form is generally recognized as a useful

way of introducing division since it builds upon children's familiar-

ity with the numerals usqd and serves to relate the real-world prob-

lem and the computation. This activity will provide an opportunity

for you to practice using the scaffold and standard form and to make

some judgments about -Ach.

The Scaffold form is sometimes called the "stacking" form when

IIIthe numbers are placed on top. The scaffold or stacking algorithms

are often referred to as transitional algorithms. Some examples ,

appear on page 103.

. ,

TIRECTIONS,:

1. Study the examples of the scaffold and stacking algorithms

,,given on page 103.- In what way is 'John's work like Patty's? In

what way is David's work like Jean's? Is there any advantage_

to going through a stage like Jean's and David's before working

the prOblets as John and Patty do?

* 2... The set of division examples given below represents a p'rogres-

sion which might be found in the elemertarybschool from grade 1

through grade 6. Note that the.last few examples include divi-

sioa with,decimals. Work the division examples using both the

scaffold (or stacking). form and the standard form. There are
0

two questions which you should be prepared to discuss and a'nswer

after working these examples. These questions are:

102
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Examples of

I

Transltional Algorithms

Standard
Algorithm

Scaffold Sticking
.

John Jean

.

37, R5632237
1800 300

437 10

420 70 31

17 31

-- 12 2 . 101

5 -372 R5 201 ..

6 223
1201

103 '

._

601

43 .

180 372 R5

.
25 6)2237

1:1
7 43

60 42
17

ii 12

5

David Patty

372 R56)2237
1200 200 2

1037 7
,

.600 100 30
.

437 6 223

300 50 180 .

137 43

120 20 42

17 17

12 2 12

1-
.

,

5 372 R5

*
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WhicA form seems easier to introduce.division to children?

1111,
Which form selems easier-to use for examples with lager numbers?

e) our b) 8014 c) 30-1235

d) 24-168-5- e) 35-12-468 f) 62-y12578

g) 21 h) 1.2)61.68 i)

3. Discuss and summarize answers to the two questions asked in (2)

above.

4. Use the standard form to explaip to a small grtup-of classmates

how to do any divfsion example from (2) above. (Ro1e-P1ay4-tak-

ing turns acting as teacher and as, say,.fourth-grade children.)-

Identify diffiaulties that you observe and record them after

discussion with your instructor.

104



ACTIVITY 21

IIIIIINSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCES FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF THE

DIVISION ALGORITHMS

FOCUS:

In thii activity you'will have an opportunity to study an instruc-

tional sequence used to introduce division.-

MATERIALS:

Elementary school mathematics textbooks (grades 3 and 4).

DIRECTIONS:

1. On page 106 is a sequence of hypothetical questions and answers

that might be used in introducing the division algorithm.* .

After studying this sequence answer the questions which follow.

a) Do you think,this sequence of questions and answers might be

used as a transition between.the scaffold form and the stan-

dard form? Why or why not? I

b) Can this sequence be used for an example such as 12-1-4-68?

Try it-with classmates and discuss.

2. Study a textbook series (or Other curriculum materials) and

briefly outline a sequence of steps used to introduce division

'up to an example such as 12-W-. In your outlina include ex-

amples which illustrate the sequence.

*Richard O. Kratzer, "A Comparison of Initially Teaching Division

Employing the Distributive and Greenwood Algorithm with the Aid of a

Manipulative Material" (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University,

1971).
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EXAMPLE: 4TIKT

Q.: We are going to share 68 among 4.
How many tens are there to share?

A.': Six.

Q.: How many tens.should each get?

A.: One.

Q.; How many tens are used so far?

A.: Four.

Q.: How many tens are left?

A.: Two.

Q.: Can we share a,ny more tens?

A.: No.

The written work
should appear on
the chalkboard
as follows.

1

4)6 tens 8 ones
4

Written work':

1

4)6 tens 8 ones
4

2

Q.: What should we do with the two Written mirk:

tens which remain?
1

A.: Trade them in for 20 ones. 4)6 tens 8 ones

Q.: How many ones will there be 4

all together? 2 8 ones

A.: 28.

Q.: How many ones should each get?

A.: Seven.

Q.: Where do we place the answer?

44..: Above the ones place because
we are sharing ones.

Q.: How many ones were used?

A.: 28.

Q.: How many onei are left?

A.: Zero (none).

Q.: What does the answer tell us?

A.: When 68 things are shared among
4, each gets 17 and the remainder is O.

Written work:

1 7

4)6 tens 8 ones
4

2 8

2 8
0



ACTIVITY 22

411VVELOPING THE DIVISION ALGORITHM FOR LARGER NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to study a sequence of

steps which are designed to help children learn to divide with larger

numbers: You will also develop a leison designed to teach a step in

this sequence. o '

MATERIALS:

Elementary mathematics textbook series (grades 3 - 6) and other cur-

riculum materials as desired; acetate transparencies and felt-tipped

pens (optional); the Mathematics-Methods PrOgram slide-tape presenta-

tion "Developing the Division Algorithm" (optional),

DISCUSSION:

111/1 ivision is a difficult skill to teach. While you My not have

reached this conclusion explicitly you probably suspect that as the

numbers get larger, the division algorithm becomes more difficult--

and teachers come to depend on children's earlier learnings. Chil-

dren must become more confident in their ability to manipulate sym-

bols.since references to aids oi' real-world models become quite com-

plicated with larger numbers. As you read "Developing the Division

Algorithm," study this sequence carefully. A complete understanding

on the part of a teacher is essential if (s)he is to help the child

understand.

DIRECTIONS:

Read and study the essay "Developing the Division Algorithm for

Larger Numbers" (or view and discuss the slOde-tape). After you have
,

finished, choose one of the concepts and develop a lesson to teach it t

to children. Feel free to consult textbooks or other curriculum ma-

111,

erials. The lesson format should be agreed upon with your instruc-
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tor. (S)he may choose to include some of the following aspects:

list of prerequisite skills

introduction (motivation, etc.)

materials to be used

procedure (including key questions)

assignments

evaluation.

Your instructor may ask you to put your lessons on transparencies,

to role-play and teach it to classmates, or to teach it to some chil-

dren.

"DEVELOPING THE DIVISION ALGORITHM FOR LARGER. NUMBERS"

This essay is written in numbered "steps" ((1), (2), etc.) to make it

easier for you to refer to in discussion. Not every possible step

has been included. Rather, a general overView of steps has been in-

Gluded starting with very early activities and progressing through

the division algorithm with large numbe'rs. There will undoubtedly be

questions or lack of understanding on some of the steps. Discuss

these steps with classmates and/or record them for the seminar in

Activity 25.

1 Early work with division begins

with extensive readiness activ-

ities. In one of these exper-

iences, the child relates divi--

sion to multiplication. The

array is used to represent both

a multiplication and division

example.

/(3t) 108

3 rows of 4

3 x 4 = 12

How many 4's in 12?

12 4 4 = 3



. Using this relationship, the

111/0

child recognizes division as

finding the missing factor.

Knowing that 7 x 8 = 56

enables him to find how many

8's in 56. Note how the array

helps the child to solife the

number sentence.

3. The relationship between multi-

plication and division can be

Jurther emphasized by asking

children to write all possible

number sentences for three re-

lated numbers (e.g., 3, 9, 27).

4. Since multiplication can be

thought of as repeated addition,

one way of presenting division

is repeated subtraction. . In

this case, the number line

serves as a good pictorial model

for representing division. One

question that a teacher might

ask here is, "Suppose that a

rabbit is at 12; how many hops

'of 4 does he need to get back

home?" (Home is zero.)

111/0

;

109

s

. 7 roWs o'f 8

7 X 8 = 56

56 4. 8 =El

3 x 9 = 27 27 ir 9 = 3

9 x 3 = 27 27 + 3 = 9

01 23+54'i 8 9101112131+

3 x 4 = 12 12 4 = 3
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5. The child has alrenly learned

that both addition 'and subtrac-

tion are written in vertical

form. In this lesson, the ver-

tical farms for representing

multiplication and division are

presented. Notice that both

operations are presented to-

gether using related facts.

This continues to show the

child the relationship of these

two operations.

6. The relationship between multi-

plication and division becomes

"strained" when division with

remainder is introduced. The

thinking pattern of multiplica-

.tion; however, is still most

important. In 29 4, the

child should be helped to think

"How many fours in 29? How

many left over?" The sentence

which expresses this and serves

as the basic model for the di-

vision algorithm is

29 = 0 x 4 4.p.

7. Throughout the development of

division, the child is encour-

aged to estimate. This is im-

portant when finding the great-

est number of 9's less than 58.

In practice it may be necessary

for the child to make several

triaTs before (s)he finds the

correct answer. . .

110

132

Sentence Example

4

3 x 4 = 12 x 3

12

3
12 4 = 3 472.

412i.

29 =0 x 4 +A

7 x 4 = 28

There are 7 four's in
29 end 1 left.

29 = 11 x 4 +A

How many 9's in 58?

6 x 9 < 58 7 x 9 > 58

6

54

4

Multiply 6 it,p and subtract

Since 4 < 9, remainder
is 4. \

111/1



To extend division to include

larger numbers, we begin with

facts which the child already

knows. Since (s)he knows thit'

2 x 5 = 10 or 10 divided by 5/

is 2, ...

'...it is easy to extend this

idea to find that 20 x 5 = 100

or 100 divided by 5 is;20.

9. Estimation continues to play an

important role here. The ob-

jective is to estimate the

greatest number of tens in the

quotient rather than to find

the exact answer. '

To answer the question, "How

many 6's in.412?" tMe child re=

liegfon basic facts and the

trial procedure.

111

Since 2 x 5 = 10

/ 2
5"U

10 .(2 x 5)

Since 20 x 5 = 100

20

5)100
100 (20 x 5)

50 x 6 < 412

60 x 6 < 412

70 x 6 > 412

Best estimate: 6 tens

,133



10. Children often have difficulty

ma ing good estimates. Prac-

t ce will help, and some teach-

rs allow children initially to

make estimates with-partial

quotients. The procedures all

end with the same results, but

children should be encouraged

to become as efficient as Carol

is.

1 34
112

Jean

5)177

100 20

77
25 5

52

50 10
2 35 R2

Carol
4

5)177
150 30

27

25 5

2 35 R2



11. After dividing two-digit num-

11111

bers by,a stngle7digit nUmber,

the child learns.to divide

three-digit numbers. To divide

.436 by 6 one can begin by ask-

ing, "Are there ten 6's?" and

then, "What is the greatest

number of tens?" Notice how

this thinking relies on pre-

vious work.
!C6

a) After finaing the first

partial quotient of 70,

the process continues by

multiplying 60nd 70, sub-

tracting 420 from.436; and

th n beginning again to

d cide, "How many 6's are

i 16?"

b) When all of the partial

quotients are found, the

answer is obtained by add-

ing the partial quotients

and then recording the to-

tal quotient and the re-

mainder. In this problem,

the partial quotients 70

and 2 yield a total quo-

tient' of 72- and a remain-

der of 4.

113

CI

72

6)436
420 70
16

12 2

4 72 R4
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12.. This entire process relies on

the rhild's ability to estimate

and his/her proficiency in mul-

tiplication. This same proce-

dure is used for numbers larger

'than 1000, using the same steps

shown above.

13. ..-Since division is the inverse

0 operation of multiplication,'

multiplication can be used to

check the results of a.division

example. In the checking pro-

cedure shoWn here, notice in

both.the.vertical and horizon-

tal forms fhe position of each

part of the division problem.

141. Throughout the development of

the division algorithm, real-
,

world referents are used. In

this problem, money is used.

Once place value is understood,

examples using money are just a

simple extension of examples

with whole numbert.

114

1 36

7)2568
2100 300
468
420 60
48 .

42 6

6 366 R6

4436 6 =

(72 x 6)

72

x 6
4-37 + 4

72 R4

+ 4 =

= 436

436

$32.89 for gift

7 people share thd cost

What is each person's share?



15 After an understanding of the

division process has been de-

veloped, the "standard" form

is introduced. This is done

before tWo-digit divisors are

introduced. The questions used

in developing the standareform

are the same as those used pre-

viously. "How many thousand

9's in 7425? (None) How many

hund4ag? Howmany ten 9's?

How many 9's?

16. So far the child has worked

only with division examples

using one-digit divisors. He

has developed the essential

skill of esOmating the quo-

tient using the.basic facts as

a necessary tool. Next'the

child learns to divide using

two-digit divisors. (S)He

starts with divisors which pre

multiples of ten.

17. Atter dividing with multiples

of ten the child learns to di-

vide.with any two-digit divi-

sor. Rounding such divisors to
_

the nearer ten and estimating

are essential steps in this

procedure.

115

9)7425
7200
225
180
45
45

825

800 97172T
'72--

20 ,22.

18

5 45

825 RO 45

8 a
OTITEIg. 605551728

48 480

2 22

8 Think:

62-1602-8 62'is ne

68 8 60's are 460
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0. <

18. Subsequent steps in the develop-

ment of the division algorithm in-

clude larger dividends (a) and

larger divisors (b). The -essen-
.

tial development, however, has

been compleied at this point. ,.The

algorithm is merely expanded to -

include larger numbers.

116

(a) 26TER6284

(b) 40ORTM
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ACTIVITY.23

THE ROLE OF ESTIMATION IN FINDING QUOTIENTS

FOCUS:

It is very helpful for Children to have an idea of how large the

quotient is prior to processing the division algorithm. This is'

particularly true'when chjldren work at advanced levels with greater

numbers, and with short forms of the algorithms. This activity will

illustrate the importance of estimation fn computing quotients.

DISCUSSION:
a

It' the previous actiVity it, became evident that estimation is a skill

that is essential for proficiency in division. Children's'ability to

estimate seems to depend-on the teacher rather than on-curriculum

materials. Experienced teaChers often ask children to estimate

answers for any computation before assigning-written work, Asking

II,
hildren to estimate answers before paper-and-pencil work takes very

little time and the payoff is great. In this activity the estimation

is specifically related to the division algorithm.

DIRECTIONS':

1. The questions below pertain to the problems to the right and

are representative of the types of questions that are asked

children about the quotient. Answer the questions for each

problem.

a) Isthere at least one

40 in,290?-'

Are there as many as

ten 40's?

How do you know?

The quotient then is be-

tween and

There are 290 cookies for
40 children to share. How

many will each get?

117,
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b) Does each person carry

at least one _book?

Does each of the 32

people carry at least

10 books?

Does each carry at least

100 books?

How about 1000 books?

The number of books that

each person carries is

between and

There are 4125 books- to be
carried by 32 people. If

each carried an equal num-
ber, how many does each

carry?

c) Is the quotient at Solve the following prob-

least 1? lem:

Is the quotient at

least 10?

Is it at least 100?

At least 1000?

The quotient is there-

fore between and

18)-31-2T'

d) In order to encourage children to determine the size of the

quotient -(the range in which it lies), they might be given

a series of egamples together with related number sentences.

The child is not to solve each of the examples, but is to

tell, from the sentences, which quotients are between 1 and

10, 10 and 100, 100 and 1000, and so on. .



1 x 30 = 30

10 x 30 = 300

100 x 30 = 3000

Study the division examples below. Which quotients are

between 1 and 10? Which quotients are between 10 and 100?

30 nT. 3077-6- 30) rirf

3075-6 3011-861 30)-ff

e) For the example below, write the approximation sentences

that you would use with children, and the questions you

would ask.

247-11.84

2. In each of the examples in (1), you were able to determine the

relative size of the quotient by stating that it was between

two numbers.

a) If, through this process, the child determines that the an-

swer is between 10 and 100, for example, what else does this

tell him/her about the answer?

b) What does it tell him/her about the location of the first

digit of the quotient?

3. Suppose that a child worked the following two problems and ar-

rived at the answers shown below.

94

31-2-717

69

77011

a) Why might the child have, made these mistakes?

b) How would an estimation process as outlined in (1) above

help to prevent these errors?

119
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4. Study the two problems below.

Off 5T6-Ff

a) How/are they alikd, and how are they different?

b) How might estimation help in this situation?

120
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ACTIVITY 24-

RROR DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION IN MULTIPLICATION-DIVISION ALGORITHMS

FOCUS:

Since the algorithms for multiplication and division a

cult than those for addition and subtraction, you will

called upon more often for careful analysis of pupil err

these topics. A few examples of pupil errors are provid

you to analyze.

re more diffi-

probably be

ors with

ed here for

DISCUSSION:

One of the most important tasks a teacher must do is to ide

errors and probable causes of the errors and to prescribe a

experience (of course, it is even better to teach in such a

prevent errors!).

IRECTIONS':

ntify

remedial

way as to

1. Study the pu'pil worksheets and find.the error pattern shown by

each child. To demonstrate that you have found the pattern com-

plete the last two problems on each worksheet as the child would.

2. Give the probable cause(s) of the errors.

3. Outline a procedure which you might use to help the child. For

some of the examples direction (2) or (3) has been completed

for you.

4. Prepare to discuss your analysis and suggestions for remedial

work in the seminar which follows this activity:
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WORKSHEET A

Name

A. 311 B.
r

D. 4.

X Ea x 3 x x 3
674- I (9,9 88 18.R

F. 4a
x 5

Probable Cause of Errors: Jimmy knows his multiplication table, or

at least it appears that way. He should be congratulated for

Further, he seems to understand a part of the multiplication algo-

rithm in that he multiplies the ones and tens by the other factor.

On the other hand ? he does not seem to understand that he must add

Vie tens from the multiplication of the ones in,his final answer.

For example, in 64 x 3 he forgets to add the 1 ten from the 12

(3 x 4) as he writes 18 tens. He does not understand that 64 x 31,

really means

64 60 + 4

x 3 x 3

180 + 12 = 192.

Suggested Remedial Activity:

1 4.14
122



WORKSHEET B

Name

B. 30 C. 602. D. 41.4
x24 x /8, x3f
144 4940 +1-

12 692 132
210 G58 17(0

Probable Cause of Errors:

F.

x 34

Suggested Reinedie Activity: Jane knows her multiplication facts,

but it appears as if she moved too quickly to the standard algorithm.

I would try giving her examples such as the following:

1: a) How much is 40 x 13? (520)

b) How much is 5 x 13? (65)

c) How much is 45 x 13? (585)

If the answer to (c) is not the sum of (a) and (b) then I would

ask, "Wh'at is the difference between 40 + 5 and 45?"

2. 13 36

45 24

.41--(5.x 13)

x 13)

x 36)
20 x 36)

In thisl'activity the emphasis is placed upon the meaning of the

partial products 40 x and 20 x , etc. I would ask Jane

where the 40 came from...where the 20 came *from.

123
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WORKSHEET C

Name

1.
A.

)(862 x43 x 2tO

318 204 498
414 1...to2 I /to
4 45$ 2824 225S

D. E.

SS 3-7

x 3 x 52

Probable Cause of Errors:

Suggested Remedial Activity:

1 4 6
124



13 R3
A.

3

5 Flo4e7-3

Probable Ca

WORKSHEET-Er

Name FRED
B. ag C.

-319a4

a+

E.

se of Errors: Fred has memorized (more or less) the di-

sion algori hm but he has a rather common problem. He doesn't

nderstand wha he's Abingr (The scaffold ttahsitional form wobld

prbbably prevent rrors like those Fred is making.) In example A he

doesn't understand that when he asks himself, "How many 6's in 6" it

means "How many 6's in 600?" When he answers "1" he really means

100. Thus, the answer' 13 R 3 would not make sense if he were think-

ing of the meaning. Even\ if Fred.is Operating at a pure algorithmic

level he should understandls.,that when he "brings down the 2" he should

place a 0 in the tens placebefore he "brings down the 1."

Suggested Remedial Activity:



WORKSHEET_E___0.,,

Name: eta4o(mia....
A. 5.16 B. 15R3 c. 17 gas

fis [ 4(01 to CST7 -7

40 30 45
5-I

5-4 43
3

D.

9 Pi-TI

Probable Cause of Errors:

Suggested Remedial Activity:

148
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ACT I VITY-

OM IplAR .

FOCUS:

In this seminar, you will have a chance to clarify any aspects of the

teaching of multiplication or division which may be nuzzling you.

DISCUSSION:

Both multiplication and division are developed over several years of

the elementary school child's life. Since each step is dependent on

previous understandings, a primary-grade teacher must know how the

instruction (s)he presents will serve as the foundation for later

work. Conversely, the upper-grade teacher must be aware of the se-

quence of learnings the child has experienced in the earlier years so

that (s)he can carefully build upon those concepts.

4111pECTIONS:

As a point of departure for the seminar the following que-stions are

given.

1. What is the role,of the.transitional algorithms in the develop-

ment of diC/ision?

2. Why.is it important (or not important) to help the child move

from a transitional algorithm to the standard algorithm as

quickly as possible?

3. What is,the role of the real-world problem---i.model---4.symbols

strategy in developing the diviiion algorithm?

4. Discuss different ways in which estimation might be fostered in

the classroom.

127
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REQUIRED MATERIALS

ACTIVITY MANIPULATIVE AIDS -*AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SUPPLIES AND OTAER

1

Mathematics-Methods Program
slide-tape presentation,
"Multiplication and Division

in the Elementary School,"
cassette recorder and pro-

jector. (Optional)

Elementary school mathe-
matics textbooks, grades
2, 3, and 4. .

.

3

.

,

,

Elementary school mathe-
matics textbooks, gradeg
3 and 4 (one set per
group)..

5 17 chips (counters, etc.)
per group. (Optional)

. .

,

,
,

-....

8 ,

,

Elementary schocl mathe-
matics textbooks.

.

11
.

.

. Heavy paper,-markers,
scissors; construction
paper or 1" graph paper,
three dice per group, and'
a supply of colored
counters or chips.

.

.



ACTIVITY MANIPULATIVE AIDS IlirDIO-VIAL MATERIALS SUPPLIES AND OTHM!"

13

Dienes blocks, bundling
sticks grouped in tens
and ones; Cuisenaire
rods (optional).

.

1"
-4- or 1-cm. graph paper,
colored pencils or
crayons.

14
,

Acetate cran4arencies and
felt-tipped pens.

15
,

Overhead projector.

lg
Dienes blocks and bundl-
ing sticks.

21

Elementary school mathe-
matics textbooks (grades

3 and 4).

_

22

Acetate transparencies and
felt-tipped pens; the
Mathematics-Methods Pro-
gram slide-tape presenta-
tion, "Developing the Di-
vision Algorithm," cassette
recorder and projector.
(Optional)

Elementary school Mathe-
matics textbooks (grades
3-6) and other curricu-
lum materials as desired.
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